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Two Critically Injured In Sunday Crash
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Vinalhaven and

Selecting Rural

Rcckland Youths

Patrol Deputies

Enlist In Navy

A personnel examining board, of

Two Knox County boys began
training during May after enlist
ments in the Rockland Naval Re
cruiting Center, Chief Metalsmith
Donald Hammer announced today.
Andrew Lloyd Bennett, 17. son of
Mr. and Mrs. Philip F. Bennett of
Vinalhaven left last month for the
Bainbridge Naval Training Cen
ter in Bainbridge. Md.. where he
will undergo nine weeks of boot
training on a minority cruise. His
enlistment will run to his 21st
birthday.
Arnold Lowell Wright. 21. of 8
Grove street departed for the Bos
ton Receiving Station on a con
tinuous service enlistment follow
ing completion of a minority
cruise. His enlistment will run for
six years. He will receive his as
signment at the receiving station.

five persons met Monday evening

with the six highest ranking can-,
dictates for the two positions as,
deputy sheriffs of the Knox Coun
ty Rural Patrol which is to be in
stituted by the sheriff’s depart
ment July 1.
The candidates ranked at the'
I top of examinations given recent
ly to 30 candidates by the state |
personnel examining board.
The board will make its re com- j
, mendations to Sheriff Pease today '
and it is expected that appoint, ments will be made known Wed
nesday or Thursday by the sheriff.
Names of board members will
be announced at the time the ap- j
pointments are made, the sheriff *
preferring to have candidates and
board members meet officially for
the first time at the interviews.
Municipal Court
The patrol will cover the rural
highways of the county on an all
The remains of u eruekup thnt hospitalized owner of the vehicle, Marvin Snowdeal. and a fellow
Edward J. Deveau ol East Bos
night, seven day a week basis as passenger. The car rolled over several times landing in its upright position in the driveway of the Shady
ton. Ma,s., pleaded guilty and
Oaks
Cabins
in
Glen
Cove.
The
guitar
at
the
right
was
part
of
the
numerous
personal
articles
scattered
; a part of the Sheriff’s Department.
about tlie area.
Photo by McKeon paid a $20 fine, plus $6 court coats
| Knox County will be the first in
on a charge of driving 75 miles an
Two men are in critical condi managed to crawl from the wreck
|| the state to operate such a patrol
hour in a 45 mile zone at a Rock
since the move was recommended in an effort to cut down on reck tion today and a third discharged and summon help from the opera iand Municipal Court hearing held
by state police, the Maine Sher- less driving, drunken driving and after hospital treatment as the re tors of the motel. Mr. and Mrs. Saturday morning.
William Chester. Mrs. Chester
ff’s Association and the Gover burglaries in store in isolated
Deveau was stopped by Thom
sult of a Sunday morning one
The Coffee Pot. Rockland's newest restaurant, which is one of the many features of the Rockland nor’s
immediately called the state po
Committee on Highway spots.
aston
police on Route 1 in Thom
Hotel which opens Wednesday for a public inspection from 2 to 4 o’clock iu the afternoon. The Coffee
The patrol car and its officers vehicle car amashup on Route 1 lice who dispatched an ambulance aston Friday evening.
Pot hours will be from 6 a. m. to 9 P« m.
Photo by CulleD Safety.
The patrol car and two deputies will be in touch by radio with the in Glen Cove, state police report. from the Russell Funeral Home
...
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Berliaw coverings, ceilings and furnishings
The Coffee Pot will seat 75 per- will cover all rural highways not sheriff’s office at Rockiand. where
Criticaly injured are Roland to the scene.
Madeline
Spear
of Rockland was
sky, owners of the Thorndike Hotel, have been installed. Furnishings sons in booths, at tables and a usually patrolled by state police a 24 hour watch is maintained.
The three men were taken to the found guilty of two traffic viola
Marriner, 19. of Owls Head who
include
Hollywood*
beds
and
foam
lunch
counter.
Service
will
be
w’ill open the remodeled and refur
suffered spinal injuries and Mar Knox Hospital for emergency tions and paid a total of $38 in
rubber mattresses.
from 6 a. m. until 9 p. m.
nished Rockland Hotel in a public
vin Snowdeal. 23 of South Port treatment where Snowdeal under fines and court costs at a Munici
Complete bathrooms of the latThe kitchen of The Coffee Pot is FOUR SHARP CONTESTS LOOM
inspection Wednesday afternoon est design have been installed with open to the restaurant and has the
land w’ho received severe abdomi went an emergency operation Sun pal Court session held Monday
day.
nal lacerations in the crash.
morning.
from 1 to 4 o'clock.
all rooms.
Furnishings of the newest in equipment, all stainless AS REPUBLICANS VOTE ON
Discharged Sunday morning af
Marriner was Transferred to
The hotel, formerly the Narra- rooms are the latest in design for steel, and is set up for fast, effiThe woman was charged with
ter treatment at Knox County Portland’s Maine General Hospital passing where her view was ob
JUNE 18 FOR PARTY NOMINEES
gansett, has been several months the utmost comfort of guests, cient service to the public.
General Hospital was Leon E. later Sunday morning for treat structed for which she was fined
in the transition which sees it Even the telephones match the
A parking lot for hotel guests
The June primary elections the i throughout the county and have
Clark. 31. of Camden. He receiv ment of a severe spinal injury. $10 and $2 costs and driving 55
emerge as as modern a hostelry color schemes of the artistically has been graded next to the hotel
18th will produce four contests on , their corps of supporters and
as may be found in Northern New’ designed rooms.
ed lacerations about the eyes.
with entrances from Park street
Both Snowdeal and Marriner were miles and hour in a 25 mile zone
the Republican ticket while the |
England.
Marriner is the son of Mr. and described as “critical” by hospi- for which she was fined $20 and $8
An elevator which will service and Libby lane,
The establishment has been all floors has been installed and
All public rooms in the hotel Democrats have nearly a full I A three way battle is underway Mrs. Arthur Marriner of Owls tai attaches. Both are expected to court costs.
changed entirely. All that re will be in service within a few have been air conditioned and the ticket of unopposed candidates. . in the towns of Thomaston, South Head and is one of 10 children in I improve. however,
She pleaded not guilty to both
mains of the former hotel is the days.
hotel has a complete sprinkler The situation on the G.O.P. ticket , Thomaston. Cushing. Owls Head the family.
Clark was discharged following charges brought against her by
and
Friendship
as
two
newcomers
framework.
Even the exterior
On the ground floor, visitors will system as a protection against Are. is unusual and promises real ac
Snowdeal is the son of Mr. and treaitmeitf for his facial cuts.
Thomaston police as the result of
w’ill be changed to some extent in find a tastefully arranged lobby,
Another feature soon to be add- tivity on the part of candidates to the political fields challenge Mrs. Arnold Snowdeal of South
Debris from the wreckage was incidents on Main street in Thom
,
4
.
. .
Representative Ralph E. Winca- Poitland.
the coming months. Mr. Berliawsky a lounge to the rear of the lobby ed will be television sets in all who
are out for the party nod for ,
*
strewn about the area for some aston Sunday.
paw of Friendship.
notes. Architect for the remodel and a restaurant to be known as rooms of the hotel.
• . •
the September state elections
Clark resides at 96 Washington distance, such as personal proping was Sims Sawyer of Bangor.
The Coffee Pot.
Manager Dunton points out that
Opposing Wincapaw, who has street Camden and is employed as erty. a wrist watch, guitar and
In the top county posts, Senator
Bruce L. Orum. 21, of WaldoThe 27 bedrooms of the hotel,
Manager of the hotel and res- The Coffee Pot will serve regular Seth Low of Rockland is opposed 1 st'i’ve<i several terms, are Alfred a fillet cutter by Birds Eye Divi- clothing from the car.
troro pleaded guilty to driving 80
located on the three upper floors, taurant is Darrell Dunton. for meals and lunches and will be by Representative Dorothy Lawry, Eiiekson of South Thomaston and sion in Rockland.
The boulders struck by the car. miles an hour in a 25 mile zon«
have been refinished completely many years manager of the fa- ready to accommodate small parClarence H. Lunt of Cushing.
also of Rockland.
It ww learned Monday that weighing up to 80 pounds, were and appealed a fine of $25 and $8
Wall to wall carpeting, new’ wall nious Lanoy House in Pittsfield.
ties and family groups.
In the Union. Washington, Rock Marrinei”? injuries are such that pushed into the driveway some court costs.
Miss Lawry announced her in
tention some months ago to move port and Warren class towns. Rob he may be crippled for life.
He also appealed a fine of $10
40 feet.
The child was thrown against up from the legislature to the ert H. Heald of Union is unoppos
and Delorah Simpson. 2. who were
The accident occurred about
The car, a 1951 Chevrolet two and $2 costs after pleading guilty
Two Injured In
passengers in a car driven by the windshie’d of the car and suf senate. Rockland lost one of its ed.
3.45 a. m. Sunday while the three door sedan, was completely de- to driving without a license. Hc
Mrs. Simpson's husband. Walter fered a head bruise. Mrs. Simp- two representatives in a reshuffl
Rear End Collision
Representative Kendrick Libby men were riding toward Camden mollshcd und taken to a junk was released In $200 personal receon complained of an ankle in ing of legislative districts last of Camden has no opposition for from Rockland along Route 1. yard.
W. Simpson of Waterville.
ugnizance on both charges.
A 27-year-old woman and her
Camden police reported that the • jury.
year. As a result she had her choice renomination in Camden, Hope Snow deal was driving the car. ac
The amashup is still under inOrum was stopped by ThomasBoth cars were traveling west j to oppose Representative Carl and Appleton.
two year old daughter were in 1953 Plymouth sedan driven by
cording to Trooper Harvey Childs. vestigation, according to state ton police Saturday on Main street
jured in a two car collision at the Simpson and a 1951 Oldsmobile se on High street into Camden vil Stilphen for the lone Rockland
The car swung around a long police.
RepresenJative
Sherman
F.
I in Thomaston.
High. Main and Mountain street dan operated by Eugene F. Otis. lage about 4 o'clock when the ac . berth or seek the senate seat; Baird of North Haven is unoppos curve and went into a skid, swerv
which she chose to do.
intersection in Camden Sunday 45. of Searsport collided as the cident occurred.
ed in the class
of Vinalhaven, ing to the right shoulder and then
Police estimated about $150 i Those who are familiar with I North Haven. Isle au Haut, Matini back onto the road.
afternoon.
They were both dis Simpson ear stopped for the traf
It went MAINE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
charged after treatment at the fic light at the intersection. The damage to the front • nd of the things political predict that the cus and St. George.
off the road to the left striking a
MEETING AT SAMOSET JUNE 24
second vehicle collided with the Otis vehicle and a $70 damage election will not be a walkaw ly
Camden Community Hospital.
In
Rockland,
Representative gioup of large boulders and turned
estimate was p aced on the icar <4 tor either candidate.
Injured were Faith Simpson. 27, rear of the Simpson Car.
Carl M. S.ilphcn has no opposi over. The car rolled over sev
Rockland should prove to be reflection of this.
the Simpson car.
A four way contest has built up tion as he seeks a second term at eral times, grazing a sign post
In addition to the general sesthe safest and healthiest town in
, for the one seat open on the board Augusta.
before the Shady Oak-s Cabinis
] sions of the parent Maine Medi
Maine on June 24. through 26.
of county commissioners on the
The register or probate job has and finally coming to a rest be
cal Association, meetings of sev
Scalloper Rhode
Those are the dales set for the eral specialty groups arc also
Republican ticket.
two candidates. Opposed for the fore the main building.
— ANNOUNCEMENT —
Present chairman of the com- nomination are. Mrs. Mildred F.
Island Towed In
ChildiS said that the driver. 103d annual convention of the scheduled during the Rockland
j missioned, George E. Boynton oi Sikorski of Rockland and Thomas Snowdeal. was thrown from th< Maine Medical Association at the convention. Meetings of the Maine
THE BOSTON SAFE DEPOSIT AND TRUST COMPANY
By Coast Guard
Camden, is opposed by fellow C. Al.vward of Camden.
car landing a few feet from where Samoset Hotel. Over 600 physi Medico-Legal Society, the Maine
townsman Charles H. Lowe as
Miss Pearl Borgerson, clerk of the vehicle finally rested. Marri cians and surgeons from all ober Chapter. American College of
The
72
foot
fishing
dragger,
Announces the Opening of the
well as Maurice E. Davis of War courts for Knox County, is with ner was removed from the rear New England are expected to at Surgeons, the Maine Society of
Rhode Island, out of Rockl'and was ren and Leroy E. Miller of Owls
out opposition for renomination. of the car where hc was found un tend the three day session for a Anesthesiologists, the Maine Cantowed 18 miles into Rockland Sun Head.
In fact, she is unopposed for re- der a pile of clothing and the rear first hand chance to heur about 'cer Society, the Maine Eye Group,
Again, a sharp contest may de election as the Democrats have no seat.
day afternoon by Coast Guards
and discuss the latest scientific the Maine Heart Association, the
men after it nail o^veioued trouble velop as all four are well known candidate.
Society, th*
Clark, least injured of the three. advances in the field of medicine. Maine Pediatric
Sheriff Willard Pease is the
with its fuel line.
According to Dr. Francis W. Maine Radiological Society, the
only Republican candidate for the ' pnjon
Dispatched to give the dragger
and Warren Sleeper of Augusta, chairman of Maine Trauma Committee, and
Rockport
sheriff's office. The situation is area.
assistance was the Coast Guard
the Scientific Committee in charge the Maine Trudeau Society will all
Ye Old
the same for county attorney with
tug 64300. The tug took the dis
Howard Dearborn of Camden of arrangements for the meeting, be held.
County Attorney Curtis Payson of seeks the nomination in the class the Maine Medical Association is
abled vessel in tow a mile west s New Englanders
The annual meeting of the Wom
ON WEDNESDAY, JUNE 6
Lnion the lone- candidate of cither I towns of Camden. Hope and Apple- now enjoying the largest mem an's Auxiliary to the Maine Medi
of No Man's Land in Penobscot
.m
8 party
Bay and arrived in Rockland at I
ton. In St. George and the is bership it has ever had and at- cal Association Is scheduled for
Rockland Municipal Court Re lands, George Hansen of Vinal. tendance at the June convention June 26 with 10.30 a. m. listed as
8
o
’
clock
Sunday
evening.
The house will be open to the public every day all
The Rhode Island with an 11 fl
THURSDAY NIGHTS
& corder Charles F. IVwinal of Cam haven is the party aspirant.
should be be extremely high in the time for the session.
summer except on Mondays. Hours on weekdays 10
den seeks the nomination as judge
man crew and skippered by Capt.
Don Welt of probate.
Bill Howell was loaded with scal * Al St. John
a. m. to 4 p. nt.; on Sunday 1 p. m. to 4 p. m.
lops.
jj Mason Johnson, Jr.,
§ The Democrats have nearly a
full slate for the primaries, but no
Everett Grieve
u contusts for nomination.
!' ’
Our hopes should come equipped ,,
ADMISSION FREE
Samuel F. Glover of Owls Head
with a parachute—something to
is a candidate for the state sen
let us down easy.
jooooooooooooooooooooooi ate and Christopher S. Roberts of
Rockland for judge of probate.
LET US HELP YOU
Mrs. Susan Bowley of Rockland
GO TO MEREDITH FURNITURE CO. For the
is listed as the register of probate
PAY YOUR
nominee and Gordon P. Wotton of
Largest LINOLEUM HEADQUARTERS in Knox County
CAR EXPENSES!
Rockland for sheriff.
u
Cecil H. Annis of West Rock
port is candidate for county comAher 6 P. M. issioncr.
Phone
Representatives to legislature
include; Harry E. Fitzgerald of
1045-MK
Rockland for the Rockiand dis
Rockland
trict. Also. Fred I. Ludwig of
67‘lt
Washington in the Washington,

Lucy Farnsworth
Homestead

8

Newly Renovated, Invites all

citizens of Rockland and Knox
County, for its

Wide Selection ot INLAIII. ASPHALT
TILE. RUBBER TILE, PLASTIC TILE,
and LINO-TILE. Every Color and Be
nign.

OUR EXPERT MECHANICS
WILL CUSTOM TAILOR
YOUR FLOOR TO YOUR
INDIVIDUAL TASTE'.

VENETIAN

JUST CAM, US FOR
FREE ESTIMATE . . .
WE ALSO EXCEL IN
sub-floor work::

• FREE INSTALLATION

MEREDITH FURNITURE CO.
313 MAIN STREET

PHONE 1425

WIU THE MEN AND WOMEN

from 1 P. M. to 4 P. M.

WHO ARE PLANNING TO WORK AT THE

BLINDS

• FREE ESTIMATES

- OPENING AND INSPECTION -

- NOTICE -

ROCKLAND, MAINE

GREEN ISLAND PACKING CO.

Wednesday, June 6, 1956

Please Come In And Sign Up
GREEN ISLAND

PACKING CO.
66-67
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Union, Appleton Trail Bristol In Track Meet

Troop 206 Scouts
At Camporee

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

UNION RALLY GETS FOUR RUNS

Editor *Ed Publisher, John M. Rlrh&rdson

AND MEDOMAK SECOND POSITION

Three Times * Week

Nine members of Boy Scout
Troop 206 spent the past weekend
at District 4 Camporee at Camp
Highficlds, Union.
They were:
Charles Bickm ll III. Robert Bradley, William Eaton. Arnold MeConchie, Jr., Charles Monte ith,
Jr., Robert Plummer, Dale Spen
cer, Donald Sturks. and Charles
Wasgatt.
They were
accompanied on
Friday and Saturday by Rev.
Charles R. Monteith, and on Sat
urday evening and Sunday by As
sistant Scoutmaster Owen Allen.
Cooking and other duties were
carried on by the patrol method,
with each boy sharing in different ways at each ceal. The troop
participated in a number of the
camporee events. Five of the
boys were veterans of Camp Eomaxeen, and four of the boys it was
their first attendance at a Scout
camping event.

NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In 1646. In 1874
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Gazette in 1882. The Free Press was established In 185b
and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These papers
consolidated March 17. 1897.
Subscriptions $7.50 per year, payable In advance. Single
copies 10c. Circulation 6547

I
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SEMPER FIDELIS
Long before the writer joined the staff of The CourierGazette back in the distant twenties the late Rose E.
McNamara was one of the pleasant traditions of the office
and kept her memory green to her dying day. No member
of the active staff took a keener interest in the content and
policies of the paper and her counsel was always valued.
Her first love was her Church, her second, this news
paper on which she labored so many years back in the days
of hand-set type.
A good friend and faithful servant has reached the end
of the sunset road.
Semper Fidelis.

j
i
i

That’s the slogan of the current
speed control program which the
Governor’s Committee on Highway
Safety is sponsoring this month in
co-operation with the “Slow Down
and Live” program of the 'Nation- I
al Conference of State Safety Co
ordinators. Jt’» also a pretty good
maxim by which to live.
In commenting on the program,
Brian M. Jewett, chairman of the
Governoi ’>» safety group, stressed
the necessity of impressing the
average driver with the import
ance of setting his speed to suit
the prevailing conditions.
“Much has been said about the
speed demon’s role in the traffic
accident toll, and rightly so,” said
Jewett. “However, many people '
lose sight of the fact that many
drivers invite accidents by driving
at speeds too fast for conditions,
even though these speeds arc far
below what is thought of as ‘burn
ing up the road’.”
Chairman Jewett said that the
average driver should check con
stantly to see that his speed is
safe for conditions of weather,
tra/fic, road, the mechanical con
dition of his car and his own phy
sical and mental condition at the
time.
“Much of the dangerous hurry
ing that involves ordinary drivers
in traffic accidents comes from
the too-common habit of not allow
ing enough time for the daily
schedule,” he continued. “Trying
to make up a few minutes in traf
fic can be deadly.”
Jew’ett pointed out that the dri
ver who is absorbed with the idea
of “making time” will not slow
down for heavy traffic, slippery
or rough roads, reduced visibility,
fatigue or other physical disa
bility.
“Expert drivers advise us to
allow’ extra time whenever we
plan a trip in order that we may
make the journey without pres
sure,” Jewett concluded. “If you
do happen to get a late start,
don’t try to make up time on the
way. It's better to get there late
than not at all ”

Mike Cheney, all-around Bris
tol High School athlete, took four
first place spots, one second, two
third positions and a tie for first
to lead his team almost single
handedly over his competition in
sweeping the Medomak Valley
League Field Day track meet at
Union Saturday.
Bristol’s girls beat our their
competitors to take first place in
the girls' division making it an
all-Bristol track meet.
Bristol bays with 5212 points
outran the Union High School field
squad who copped second place
with 292/3 points while Appleton
High School took 14 points for
third place.
The Bristol girls collected 31
points for their first place win
with the Warren lassies second
with a 22 point total.
Appleton
with 14 was third while Rockport
finished last with eight points.
Cheney gathered in 28 points for
high scoring boy while taking first
place in the 880, 440, mile run
discuss throw and a first place tie
in the high jump, a second place
in the 220 dash and third place in
the 100 and the shotput.
Brenda Fish of Appleton High
School was high scoier for the
girls w’ith an 11 point count. She
won the softball throw and placed
second in the 100 yard dash and
the broad jump.
Cheney and Fish were both
awarded high scorer cups in the
league’s first annual field day
track meet on the Union Fair
grounds.
Vincent Williams of Union High
School, running hard all way,

Montgomery Rooms, served by the
Ladies of the Baptist Circle. Mrs.
Hazel Gammon and Mrs. Ruth
Perry the committee. Waitresses
were; Misses Caroline Philbrook,
Faith Norwood. Joan Mathews and
Mrs. Flora Waisanen and Mrs.
Lorraine Jones.

"I LOVE A PARADE"
There was the time that Fourth of July celebrations
were a dime a dozen in Knox County but times have
changed until such events are the exception instead of
the rule.
Thus it is doubly pleasing information that not only is
the Thomaston Fire Department associated with WilliamsBrazier Post American Legion of Thomaston to continue
their series of Fourth of July celebrations, but plan to
restore the immensely popular parade feature.
This feature was discontinued partly because of the
vast amount of work involved and partly because it is so
susceptible to bad weather, but public enthusiasm for the
parade has led to its return this year, bigger and better
than ever before.
The Thomaston Fourth of July celebration has conn*
to be a prime favorite with folks for many miles around.
New’ features are constantly being added by the energetic
and experienced general committee with their great group
of volunteer supporters rapidly rounding into shape.
All the other features .are certain to be well received;
Fireworks, Sea Princess Contest, Carnival, Special Booths.
Donations, Decorations and all, but somehow keenest en■ thusiasm is kindled by the return of the parade feature.
Our best wishes to the hardworking promoters of the
celebration.

earned 10 1/3 points for his team girls division.

for second place scoring honors.

Red.

blue

and

white

ribbon

Warren High School’s Phyllis Dri- awards were presented to the
scoll racked up nine points in tak- first, second and third place win
ing the second place spot for the ners in each event.

CAMDEN IN SEASON WINDUP

Many political goods are being
promised these days, but few will
he delivered.

for Rockland and took the win
Some people’s business is pleas
while Ronnie Leadbetter, pitching ure and the only pleasure of
his first game for the Mustangs, others is business.
took the loss while staying all
seven innings.
Tt doesn’t take much of a pull to
Mahoney collected four hits for start a man down hill.
Rockland while Leadbetter banged
out a pair of one-basers to load
his teams batting.
Rockland
630 031 2—15 1 4 2
Camden
100 010 0- 2 4 6
Weaver and Wotton, Terrio (6);
Leadbetter and Carr, Milliken
<3).

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

CHAPMAN

WHAT IS ONE MORE PUMPER?

GOOD

Transportation

attending the State Baptist Con
vention at Saco.

A politician is always’ ready to
discuss questions—but he seldom
has the answer for any of our pro
blems.

BUT

Low In Price
'50 Dodge Convertible

The man who admits that he is
wrong can’t be very for from
right.

'49 Dodge Tudor

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

'48 Pontiac Tudor

'48 DeSoto Sedan
'47 DeSoto Sedan

for

'47 Plymouth Sedan
'47 Dodge Sedan

GOVERNOR

'46 Buick Sedan
'46 Plymouih Sedan

MAINE STATE SENATE

'46 Ford Sedan

96th, 97th Legislatures 1953-56

'39 Chevrolet Sedan

MAINE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

94th Legislature 1949-1950
Fifteen Years Attorney at Law
Faculty Portland University Law School
Graduate of Bowdoin College and
George Washington University Law School
American Legion, V.L’.W., 17. S. Navy, 1941-46
Member of Congregational < hnrch. Masonic Bodies,
Fraternal and Service Organizations.
Married and Has One Child

!

Someone raised the point, “Wnat does it matter to me
here in Rockland that Owls Head has a new $9,000 pumper
tank truck?” Actually, it matters very much indeed tiecause it adds one more effective unit to the now numerous
pieces of fire fighting equipment in this immediate area.
Time was when the outbreak of a serious fire in Rock
land meant calling help from Camden or Thomaston and
waiting a considerable period before effective help could
be actually on the scene.
All is very different today. Any serious involvement in
the heavily populated area of Rockland, Camden or Thom
aston sees effective assistance on the way in minutes,
capable engines from all sides, not just two or three
sources. The fine new unit at Owls Head is an example.
With its arrival, one more highly effective engine will be
within close call of a had situation that could develop any
where in the area.
An all-important feature of the adding of new equip
ment to the surrounding towns is that serious trouble in
any quarter now finds fill-in apparatus close by and each
added unit makes the situation that much better through
close eo-operatlon.
Rockland’s Hotel Rockland conflagration is recent
enough to serve as a case in point. The throngs of sight
seers at the big show will recall that on this corner they
would encounter an engine from Friendship pumping away,
that manning the front lines would be rubber-clad firemen
bearing tlie insignia of Camden Fire Department, Bath Fire
Department or this or that. In Rockland’s Central Fire
Station were many engines from Thomaston on stand-by
duty in case fire broke out in another part of the city, and
at the same time apparatus was ready in Thomaston, front
Warren and maybe miles away to protect property anil
lives there.
Al! the engines from all the several communities now
carry the same standard size hose and thread couplings
so any one can work anywhere at any time in conjunction
with apparatus from other cities and towns.
Of course it is important to us that the Town of Owls
Hi ad has secured a modern pumper and a fire department
bent on co-operation with its neighbors.

H. M. PAYSON & CO.

Investment Bankers
Established 1854

Member Boston Stock Exchange
93 EXCHANGE STREET
PORTLAND, MAINE

BUYING

May 28, 1956
A representative of Cole-Layer-Trumbull Co., ap
praisers on the recent revaluation of commercial and in
dustrial personal property, wili be in session with the
Assessor and Board of Assessment Review on June 5 and
June 6. Any person or firm who has any question re
garding his recent appraisal should contact the Assessor's
office for appointment during one of those two days.
CHEEVER C. AMES, Assessor,
City of Rockland.

ATTENTION POULTRYMEN

LIVE

87*lt

25-31 Rankin Street
ROCKLAND’

POULTRY

WANTED

PLEASE CALL CHARUE SHANE

Rockland Poultry Co., Inc.

CALL 1371- for Heat Packed
RANGE AND FUEL OIL

ROCKLAND 1396 or 1360

We Are Also Looking for
14-tl

•" .

Poultry Raisers
Small or large. Terms To Meet Yew Approval.

Descto — Plymouth

Republican Primaries, June 18

A

CITY OF ROCKLAND

MARITIME OIL CO.

Miller's Garage Inc.

ON WEDNESDAYS
HOTEL KNOX, THOMASTON
ROGER B. RAY

ASSESSOR'S NOTICE

MANY OTHERS TO CHOOSE

FROM—SEE US BEFORE

Next came the presentation of
certificates and letters.
Girls’
softball was by Mr. Lemke, with
appropriate remarks.
Receiving
awards were; Carolyn Overlook,
Judy Weston, June Stimpson,
Tobey Messer. Joan Cousens, Ja
nice Kinney, Phyllis Driscoll and
Gloria Heath who had played the
whole four years; Gail Chicoine,
Marjorie Wiley. Cynthia Spear.
Helen Cushman, Nancy Starrett 4
and Nancy Norwood, letters; Nan
cy Howard, Dorcas Jones.

Table decorations of spring
flowers and May baskets, place
cards in the form of minature di
plomas, white napkins with an
American flag emblem, and crepe
Mr.;. Grace Overlock present
paper streamers of the different
clasr. colors and a beautiful bask, t ed awards to the girls’ basketball
of gladiolas, made a very attract team, including Dorcas J one
ive setting for thjs annual event. Nancy Howard, Cynthia Spear.
Guests present were: Earl Bar Linda Stimpson, Janice Kinney.
ter, Tenants Harbor, who was the Marjorie Wiley, Judy Weston.
Joan Cousens, Janet Kinney, Ruth
speaker of the evening; Principal
Campbell and June Stimpson.
and Mrs. Edgar Lemke and son,
Mrs. Rose Payson presented the
William; Rev. and Mrs. Curtis (’.
certificates
to the cheerleaders
Busby; Mis. Grace Wyllie and
Miss Corinth Clausing, teachers; who were: Gloria Heath, Nancy
Howard, Janet Hall, Nancy Star
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Butler; Mr.
Butler is the umpire for baseball rett and Phyllis Driscoll.
Mr. Lemke presented the certi
games and at the opening of the
season presented six bats to the ficates to both the boys’ basket
team; Mrs. Grace Overlook, girls’ ball and baseball teams. Baseball
basketball coach; Mrs. Rose Pay- awards went to Paul Wood, Donn
Wren. Everett Waters, Clarence
son. cheerleader coach; Grade
School Principal and Mrs. Vernon York, Roy Cousens. Bernard CousJordan, and Mrs. Mamie Beal, ens, letter (8th grade) Jimmy Kin
Mrs. Alena Starrett and Miss Doris ney, Frank Feyler, Tommy Rich
ards, Bobby Payson. Harland Nor
Hyler.
wood. Jimmy Perry, letter.
Seniors were seated at a spe
Basketball: Paul Wood, Everett
cial table with other pupils and Waters, George Lehto, Alton Gam
guests seated at the long tables, mon, Roy Cousens, Donn Wren.
banquet style. Donn Wren, presi
Frank Feyler. Tommy Richards.
dent of the Student Council gave Clarence York, George Lehto.
a warm welcome to all, And after
This year, the Student Council
grace by Mr. Busby, the chicken
sponsored a horseshoe tourna
pie banquet was enjoyed.
ment.
Mr.
Lemke presented
Miss Fay Chicoine. afccompanied medals to Roy Cousens and Donn
by Miss Tobey Messer, sang the Wren.
Star Spangled Banner, and with
Donn Wren introduced Earl Bar
Miss Messer at the piano, group ter of Tenants Harbor, who needs
singing of America the Beautiful. no introduction to Knox County
The Little Brown Jug, He, Home folks as he is so well known, and
On the Range and There Is a Tav for an hour he spoke baseball to
ern In the Town, was enjoyed.
an appreciative audience of stu
Students mentioned in Who’s dents and grown-ups alike.
To Miss Corinth Clausing, who /
Who of the Alewife were next in
troduced by Donn and presented has been a Warren High School
gilts. Everett Waters and Judy teacher for three years, and to
Weston, biggest flirts; George whom the Alewife was dedicated,
Field and Phyllis Driscoll, day Alton Gammon, presented a copy,
dreamers; Janet Hall and Alton with all students’ signatures.
Gammon, most obliging; Janice
With the singing of Auld Lang
Kinney and Everett Waters, nicest Syne and the school song, another
Mgs; Carolyn Philbrook and Har- Student Council banquet closed.

NO DISASTROUS AFTER EFFECTS

TIGERS 15-2 WINNERS OVER

Rockland High School, rolling on
all cylinders in an end-of-thescason contest at Camden High
School Friday afternoon, swamped
the Mustangs 15 to 2 in a nonleague final game
for
both
Tenants Harbor
schools.
MRS. HENRY ALLEN
A six run barrage in the first
Correspondent
inning made possible by a smack
Telephone 69
ing double by Charlie Mahoney
Bernard Smalley, who is a sur and a Dick Gardner- single, errors
gical patient at Knox Hospital, is by the Camden club won the
game for the Tigers.
making satisfactory train.
Wally Weaver went all the way
Miss Rhoda Hart of Rockland
is visiting- with friends in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Andrews and Daisy Purchase
of Brockton,
son of South Portland spent the Mi..
Mrs. Ethel Auld of Pownal
weekend at their cottage.
and Mrs. Douglas Auld and child
Mr. and Mi
Robert Eckrich of ren of Brewer.
New Jersey are guests of Mi. and
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hawkins
Mrs. Andrew Erkrich.
returned to Kittery, Sunday after
Miss Eileen Sing, r is a patient a week's vacation at their home.
at Knox Hospital.
Mrs. Eunice Sharpe and childAlbin Faila of Brockton, Mass., r»-n of Portland were recent guests
viaittd at his home for the week of Mr. and Mis. Fred Watts.
end. Other gu.-sts were Mrs.
Rev and Mrs. Otto Palmer are

Thursday. May 31, the Student land Norwood, biggest jokers.
Council Banquet was held in the

Great concern has been expressed by many persons
over the possible disastrous results on hundreds of local
broiler raisers for the big Hillcrest Poultry Company Union
plant, destroyed by fire Friday.
The worry is needless because the 1,500,000 broilers
coming along to maturity in this area will be promptly
cared for by the Hillcrest interests and their associates.
The poultry processing business is one of Maine’s greatest
and the several processing plants co-operate closely when
bad trouble, like Friday’s $150,000 blaze, interrupts the
regular routine. We saw the big Waldoboro plant razed by
fire not too long ago yet no chick raiser suffered, and the
same intelligent handling will follow’ the Hillcrest fire.
The only hard part may come in loss of employment
among the 80 full time employees of the destroyed plant,
but the chances are they will be absorbed by the larger
operation of the Hillcrest outfit in its magnificent new’ plant
in Lew'iston. now’ nearing completion.

Photo by McKeon
Marjorie Wiley, Warren High School trackster, goes high in tin* air
Saturday during trials in the girls’ broad jump event at the Union Fair
Grounds. Tallying the scores in the background is Frederick “Ted”
Richards, Rockport High School principal.

I

WARREN STUDENT COUNCIL BANQUET

We take this opportunity to wish Rev. Joseph A. Wash
ington, Jr. complete success in the new’ pastoral duties he
assumed Sunday at the Newfield Methodist Church and
the West Newfield Congregational Church. We also con
gratulate the nominating or pastoral selection committee of
the small churches for their vision and courage in select
ing this promising young man from the candidates applying
for the position.
We have the feeling that the action of these two small
parishes may have an influence on the thinking of the na
tion all out of proportion to their size*.
Rev. Mr. Washington is a divinity student of highest
character and rich in promise. He is a negro. We again
take occasion to wish him anil his charges well

Photo by McKeon
Edgar I.enike, Warren High School principal and secretary of the Medomak Valley League, present*.
the awards to team captains and high point scorers at the field day track meet sponsored hv the league.
Lrom the left, they are: Lemke, .Mike < henry who received the trophy for high scorer in the hoys’ divi
sion and also accepted the high team trophy as captain of his squad; Mary Ann Berr\ of Bristol High
School who accepted the trophy for the winning tea n which s’ip captained and Brenda Fish of Appleton,
winner of the trophy presented to the high scorer of the girls’ division.

; Hannan who pitched all seven
innings for the Unionites. Donn
Wrenn went all the way for War
ren.
Batting honors for the contest
went to Mahlon Linscott of Union
who gathered a four hit total that
included a double in his four trips
to the plate.
It wa3 Union's fourth win
against one loss, one game behind
the champion Rockport
High
School squad.
Warren has a postponed game
with Appleton High School to play.
Union
100 110 4— 7 11 5
Warren
002 000 2— G 5 2
llanan and Linscott: Wren and
i Cousens.

ATHLETES PRESENTED AWARDS AT

SUCCESS IS IN GOD'S HANDS

June Target of
Safety Campaign

ADVERTISEMENT

Union High School rallied for
four runs in the seventh and then
cut short a two run Warren High
School rally to beat the host club
7 to ti .md finish second in the Me
domak Valley six team basehall
league in a game played Friday.
Walter Greenlaw of Union slam
med out a triple to bring two
teammates home for the winning
runs in the first of the seventh
that finally ended with four im
portant Union tallies.
The Warrenites, strong conten
ders during the season, were cut
out of competition by a third out
with the tying run on second in
their half of the seventh.
Winning hurler was Westford

EDITORIAL

"Arrive Alive"

POI.ITH \I.

Tuesday-Thunday-Saturtfay

Want Something? Check the Classifieds

CAU NOW FOR FULL INFORMATION
A
rjrJr-|r-|r-|r-|r-|rJrJrJrJr-|rJrlr-lrl

Twsday-Thunday-Satvrday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, June 5, 1956

TALK OF THE TOWN
Coming Events
[Social and community events
are solicited for this calendar All
are free and space here cannot be
purchased. Strictly commercial
affairs, sales, suppers, dances,
cannot be accepted. The decision
of the editor is final.]
June 5—Miriam Rebekah Lodge
meets at Odd Fellows Hall.
June 6—Canton Lafayette Auxili
ary meets at Odd Fellows Hall
at 6.30 p. m.
June 7—Rockland Emblem Club
meets at Elks Home at 8 p. m.
June 7—Theta Rho Girls Club
meets at Odd Fellows Hall at
7 p. m.
June 8—Rockland High School
Commencement Ball. Commu
nity Building. 9 p. m. to 1.
June 8—Golden Rod Chapter.
OES, Masonic Temple. 6.30
p. m.
June 9—Three act play at Martins
ville Grange Hall.
June 10—‘Rockland High School
Baccalaureate Service, Commu
nity Building. 7.30 p. m.
June 12—Rockland High School
Class Night. High School. 8
p. m., invitation only.
June 13—Rockland High School
Senior Banquet, Thorndike
Hotel.
June 14—Rockland High School
Graduation, Community Build
ing, 8 p. m. Invitation only.
June 15—Rockland Schools Close.
June 17—Fathers’ Day.
June 18—Primary elections.
June 22—Guest Officers' Night.
Golden Rod Chapter, OES. Ma
sonic Temple, 7.30 p. m.
June 22—Educational Club Picnic,
Mrs. George Moody’s Cottage.
Lucia Beach, 2.30 p. m
July 4—Independence Day
July 13-14—Broiler Festival at
Belfast
July 20—Union American Legion
Auxiliary Fair.

Osmond A. Palmer, 68, assist
ant treasurer of the Bicknell Man
ufacturing Company, who suffered
a coronary thrombosis at his desk
Friday morning was described
Monday as in “satisfactory condi
tion” by attending physician Dr.
Oram R. Lawry, Jr. Mr. Palmer
is a patient at Knox Hospital.

Awarded Law

CHAMBER ASKS COUNCIL ACTION

Receives Degree

CLIFFORD A. WOODARD IS NEW

Degree From

SOON ON TRUCK ROUTE TO THE

From Brown

Boston University

POINT OVER PARK STREET PLACE

PRESIDENT OF THE CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE CHURCH

The

An estimated $235 damage was
reported by Rockland Police in
vestigating a two car collision on
Tillson avenue at 9 a. m. Monday
involving vehicles operated by
John E. Burns, 22, of 14A Lisle
street and Mary E. Curtis. 24. of
5 Donohue Court. Police said $200
damage was sustained to the right
front door and right rear fender
and panel of the Curtis car when
it collided with the Burns’ car that
was exiting from a driveway near
the Birds Eye plant. About $35
Janies M. Connellan
damage was reported to the front
James McDavitt Connellan, son
bumper and right fender of Burns’
of Postmaster James Connellan of
car.
87 Pleasant street, Rockland, was
An organizational meeting of all awarded the degree of Bachelor
interested male adults will be held of Laws from Boston University
tonight at 7.30 in the West Wing School of Law in Commencement
of the Community Building to plan exercises held Sunday.
a Rockland softball league, City
A graduate of Rockland High
Recreational Director Edwin Eric School and Bowdoin College, he
son announced yesterday.
The was one of seven second genera
league Will be under the direction
tion graduates from the School of
of the City Recreation Department
Law. His father was a member
and will hold its games on the
of the Class of 1916 at the same
South Athletic Field
school.
Degrees in many fields of study
Dr. Edwin L. Scarlott, osteo
were presented to 2600 condidates
pathic physician and chairman of
by President Harold C. Case of
the Rockland City Council, was
the University.
hospitalized at the Osteopathic
The
Commencement speaker
Hospitai of Maine in Portland this
was Dr. Milton S. Eisenhower,
weekend. Dr. Scarlott was ad
president of Pennsylvania State
mitted to the hospital for a check
Putnam C. Bicknell. Rockland
University
and brother of the
up and is expected to return in a
fishing enthusiast, landed an eight
President.
week.
pound three ounce brown trout at
Alford Lake last Thursday. He
Rockland firemen were called
Rockland police reported Satur
weighed the beauty at Perley Mer
Saturday evening to the home of
day
that
two
Rockland
people,
Mr.
rifield’s Trading Post in West
E. Omer Conway at 380 Old Coun
Rockport and registered him for and Mrs. Edwin C. Patterson of 25 ty Road to combat a chimney fire.
Lawrence
street,
were
struck
by
a
the One That Didn’t Get Away
panel truck operated by Theodore Cause of the chimney fire was at
Club.
Andrus of Rockland Saturday af tributed to improper combustion of
ternoon at the McLoon Wharf. The the oil burner which had filled the
Approximately 10.000 feet of one
chimney with soot, according to
and one-half inch and two and one- couple, knocked down by the truck the department report. Firemen
half inch fire hose will be tested that was backing up on the wharf, estimated minor soot damage to
by Rockland firemen this week in did not require medical treatment the interior of the one and a half
an annual checkup. About 200 at the scene and were taken to story wooden dwelling. Firemen
The accident oc
pounds per square inch of water their home.
answered the call at 6.30 o’clock.
pressure will be used in testing curred at 3.40 on the wharf ter
minal
that
services
the
Vinalhaven
W’hat amounts to the total hose
CARD OF THANKS
footage owned by the department. and North Haven boats.
We wish to express our sincere
The job will take about a week.
thanks and appreciation to our
BORN
relatives, friends and neighbors
Gary—At Knox Hospital, June for their acts of kindness during
We now have our complete line 3. to Mr. and Mrs. Lampher
our recent bereavement; special
of Summer White Shoes in stock. Gary, a son.
thanks to Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
Pauley—At Knox Hospital, June
All heels, all types and styles.
Smith.
3.
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Otis
Pauley*
ol
Mrs. Hazel Beckett and family.
Won’t you come in and look at the
Thomaston, a daughter.
•
67*lt
many styles.
Endicott-John^or.
Westfall—At
Knox
Hospital.
Shoe Company, 346 Main St.. June 3, to Mr. and Mrs. Paul
CARD OF THANKS
Rockland.
67-lt Westfall, a son.
We would like to thank all our
Smith—At Knox Hospital, June
2. to Mr. and Mrs. Maynard friends and neighbors, also spe
Telephone 76 for all social items,
cial thanks goes to Ernest Gray
Smith. Jr., a daughter.
Charlie Foote, Eddy Libby’ of the
guests, parties, etc., for The
Sheriff's Department. Fire and
Courier-Gazette, Mrs. Margaret
MARRIED
Dean-Small—At Camden. June Police Departments of Rockland.
Winchenbaugh, 161 Limerock St.,
Thomaston
and
Camden,
social reporter.
tf 3. Reginald Neal Dean and Miss Coast Guard and Civil Air Patrol
Thelma Iona Small, both of Cam
Game Association for
den—by Rev. John G. P. Sher Fish and
their many kind deeds in our re
Slow Down and Live!
burne.
cent bereavement
The families of Edith Jameson.
DIED
67*lt
Cross—At Camden, June 4, Cora
H 0 R N 0 I K E
E. Cross, wife of Orrington N
HOTEL
CARD OF THANKS
Cross, age 86 years.
Funeral
Complete Loncheoi
I wish to take this way to ex
services Wednesday, 2 p. m. from
9 8 c
Gilbert C. Laite Funeral Home, press my deep gratitude for the
Serving 11.30 to 2 n m.
Camden, Rev. Ernest Smith of care- and kindness I was given
107-T-tf
ficiating. Interment in Mountain during my stay in Knox Hospital.
Special thanks to Drs. Fuller,
View Cemetery.
Wooster—At Searsmont, June Apollonio and Allen, to all the
4. Freeman Wooster.
Funeral nurses and x-ray’ technicians.
Mrs. Blanche Clark.
arrangements are being made 67-lt
PUBLIC PARTY
with Gilbert C. Laite Funeral
EVERY FRIDAY AT 7.30 P. M. Home, Camden.
CARD OF THANKS
Thornd'ke—At Rockland. June
I wish to thank all the friends,
Tower Room • Community Bldg. 3, Ralph P. Thorndike of West neighbors and relatives for the
Rockport, age 55 years. Masonic cards and flowers sent me while
Auspices Knights of Columbus
47-T&Th-tf funeral service Tuesday (today) I was a patient at Knox Hospital.
at 2 p. m. from West Rockport Special thanks to Dr. Hochschild
Baptist Church, Rev. Carl H. and the nurses, also to Miss Lawry
Small officiating.
Interment in my roommate for her many kind
West Rockport Cemetery.
nesses.
Mrs. Agnes Mills,
NcNamara— At Rockland, June
67‘lt
North Haven.
2. Rose E. McNamara, age 92 yrs.
Requiem Mass was held Monday
IN MFMOKIA.M
at 9 a.m. from St. Bernard’s Cath
In loving memory of our baby,
olic Church. Rosary was recited Brian Lee Benner, who passed
HOMES FOR FUNERALS
Sunday at 7.30 p. m. from the away June 6, 1954.
Interment
in
St.
ROCKLAND
THOMASTON residence.
Sadly missed by his mother and
James Cemetery, Thomaston.
father, Mr. and Mrs. Theodore
558 Main St.
22 Knox St.
S. Benner, brothers, Theodore,
Jr., Bruce, Billy and Terry, and
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
Leah Davis Brooks
sister. Bonnie Sue.
67*lt
Serving Knox County »ince 1876
GRAY Baby Carriage with mat
66-tf tress and rain shield for sale, also
IN MFMORIAM
In loving memory of my mother,
Car Bed with pad, excellent con
dition.
CALL Tenants Harbor, Mrs. Alice Peabody who passed
4-3.
67-69 away June 3. 1955.
Sadly missed by her daughter,
I.OAM for salTT~C~H WIN
Ruth Dolham.
67*It
CHENBAUGH. Tel. 1197-J
or
179-R.
67*69
COMB. Radio-Recoi d Player for
sale. Reasonable price; 226 Ce
BURPEE
dar St. or TEL. 164.
67-69
1948 PLYMOUTH 4-door Sedan
DODGE-PLYMOUTH
Funeral Home
for sale, maroon, recently new
COMPLETE
REPAIR SERVICE
motor,
radio
and
heater,
good
con

BARRETT M. JORDAN, Prop.
dition. $300 cash. PHONE Rock
Established 1830
First Choice Used Cars
land 822-W4._________ 67-69
AMBULANCE SERVICE
ROCK1-AND
MALE adult brown and white
TEL. 390
514 MAIN ST
TEL. 720
mixed Spaniel found in Rock
110 LIMEROCK STREET
104-0
ROCKLAND. MAINE
■ port. Under dog law CALL 1690.
67 69

DAVIS

i

Rockland

Chamber

of in

the route.
The route would necessitate the
day as being in favor of early changing of Park street from
Main to Union to a two way
construction of a street from
street again. The route would go
Park street place to Tilson over Park street place, a straight
avenue to relieve the congestion approach from Park street, and
on Main street caused by heavy’ would join with Winter street or
trucks forced to use the main Tillson avenue to give a direct
business thoroughfare to travel route to and from the Point with
out travel on Main street.
to and from industrial firms on
Representatives of the Chamber
the Point.
| were to attend the annual budget
The truck route to the Point ] hearing of the City Council Mon
has been laid out in part by the day evening to request that funds
city engineer on orders of the City necessary to completion of the
Council. At the moment, the en project be included in the budget ,
gineer and city attorney are at for the year.
tempting to obtain releases to j City Manager Lloyd Allen ob
land rights from owners. Although served last week that construc
much of the route is now open to tion would cost in the vicinity of
traffic, it is not a public way and $7,000. Costs of the land can be
Lawrence O. Hatch
la not paved or laid out as a 'teterm'ned only as ownership of
More
than 545 seniors were
street.
Several parcels of pri the several parcels is definitely
awarded
degrees
Monday at
vately owned land are included established by’ the city attorney.
Brown University’s 188th annual
Commencement. About 375 of the
graduating class are Brown men.
SARDINE PLANTS PLAGUED BY
while the other 170 attend Pem
SHORTAGE OF WORKERS AS THE
broke College, Brown’s co-ordin
ate college for women.
SEASON OPENS ALONG COAST
In keeping with tradition of the
University's earliest years, alumni
Holmes
Packing Corporation i Port Clyde.
and faculty
touched off the sardine packing
All
Rockland
plants
were joined graduates
season on the coast Saturday plagued with a shortage of help members for the academic proces
when Manager Kermit St. Peter opening day and through Monday. sion down College Hill to Com
received and packed 600 bushels Less than 50 per cent of the need mencement exercises in the First
caught by Sam Morton of New ed packers answered the whistles Baptist Meeting Hopse, oldest
Baptist Church in America, and
Harbor. The first catch of the calling them to work.
season was landed by Capt. Elliott
One packer observed that once then proceeding back up the hill
Wotton of Friendship with the car schools close the number of to the College Green for the
rier, Mary’ Anne.
workers is apt to increase as baby awarding of the baccalaureate
By Monday, all plants in the sitters will be available to care and conferring of the honorary
degrees.
area were in full swing. Frank for the y’ounger children while
Lawrence Otis Hatch, son of Mr.
Lawrence opened the North Lubec women in the family go to work.
and Mrs. Norman D. Hatch of
Should the help shortage pre
Canning Company's season with
Spruce Head, a graduate of Rock
early’ Monday’ landings while Ed vail, he noted that it will be nec
land High School, received the
and Clayton Witham received a essary to cut down on the amount
Bachelor of Arts degree.
load at Green Island Packing of fish received to stay’ within the
He has been a member of the
Company and Sam Zwecker at the ' possible pack by the number of
Mathematics Club, on the staff
Port Clyde Packing Company in workers on hand.
of the Brown Daily Herald, the
undergraduate newspaper, and a
Henry’s Lobster Wharf for a sea member of Sigma Chi fraternity.
Industrial News
food dinner in the evening.

Commerce went on record Mon

Ellery T. Nelson, Inc.

f

Group Visiting
City Next Week

Joseph Hamlins

At the monthly meeting of the

WALDOBORO

58 Years Wed

directors of the Rockland Cham
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hamlin of
ber of Commerce Monday noon, 55 Gay street will observe their
plans were made for the enter 58th wedding anniversary Friday.
The day will be a quiet one in the
tainment of a group of writers for household due to Mrs. Hamlin’s ill
national publications here on June ness, but members of the family,
will gather to honor the couple.
13.
They were married in Rockland
The group representing, Look,
Saturday Evening Post, Barron’s June 8, 1898 and have made their
Mr. Hamlin
Weekly, Wall Street Journal, In home here since.
ternational News, Business Week, rounded out a half century of rail
Newsweek, Journal of Commerce, roading some years ago and is now |
New York Times and New York retired.
Children of the couple are: Mrs.
Herald
Tribune,
are
touring
Elizabeth Passon and Mrs. Flora .
Maine. Their especial interest is
French of Rockland; George Ham
Maine industry and industrial ex
lin of Camden; Oliver Hamlin,
pansion in the state, Knox In
Weeks Mills and Lawrence Hamlin
dustries of Rockland is one of
of Rockland. Also, nine grandtheir interests, it being the First
children and 10 great grandcommunity effort toward attract
children.
ing industry back in 1939.
The group, accompanied by offi
Some 2,500 Maine women served
cials of the Department of In- as volunteer leaders last year,
dustry and Commerce of the state, conducting 3610 meetings around
will arrive in the city in mid-af the state in carrying out the Ex
ternoon and tour the sardine tension education education pro
plants and possibly the new fac gra m.
tory of Bonnar-Vawter which is
soon to open.
They will be gue^s of the
Chamber of Commerce, Knox Inlustries and the Knox County De
velopment Association at Capt.
The Knox County Selective Serv
ice Board office will be open Wed
nesday and Friday of this week
only during the vacation of Mrs.
Vivian Fisher, the clerk. A sub
stitute from Augusta will be at
the office on the days named.

MRS. RENA CROWELL
Correspondent
Telephone Temple 2-9263

Mrs. Leverna Orff of Union is
visiting her niece Mrs. Elroy
Gross.
Mr. and Mrs. Christy Schjeveland of Damariscotta were guest
spearkers Friday evening at the
Missionary eSociety held in th
Baptist vestry’.

Nothing but Christ’s Christianity

can supply the answer to the tre
mendously

challenging

problems

facing humanity. The Christian
Science Board of Directors said

today.
‘ The world needs the Science of
Christianity as it has never need
ed it before.” the Directors de
clared in a special statement.
Thousands of Christian Scientists
from many parts of the world
leard the Directors’ message at
-he Annual Meeting of The Mother
Church. The First Church of
Christ. Scientist, in Boston. Mass
achusetts.
Taking note of the significant
changes taking place in the world,
the Directors said: “With the j
Clifford A. Woodard
breaking of the barriers of time
and space the mental outlook of
Healings in Christian Science of
men stands out in increasingly
sin. disease, and other everyday
sharp relief, revealing an unpre
cedented clashing of ideologies. problems were reported by The
We need to retain the spirit of Christian Science Board of Lecthe sturdy pioneer, to guard tureship
a report read by
against apathy, superficiality, and James Harry McReynolds of Dal
the intoxication of case in mat las. Texas. Over $250,000 a year
ter.”
has been expended to provide for
In his keynote address Clifford the physical, mental, moral, and
A. Woodard of Cambridge. Mass., spiritual welfare of the armed
Christian Science practitioner and forces, it was disclosed by Rich
incoming President of The Mother ard H. Chase, Manager of Christ
Church, underscored the vital role ian Sciences Activities for the
of practical Christianity today. Armed Services.
“Humanity,” he said, “sorely
During the year many new
needs our prayers and all the help branches of The Mother Church
that Christian Science can give to were established, it was reported,
solve the. world’s troubles and pro Including those in Miranda. Aus
blems”.
tralia! Branstaple and Sidmouth,
The audience filled three audi Devonshire. England; Dortmund
toriums in The Mother Church and Trier. Germany; Helsinki,
edifices s well as a nearby then- Finland; Asan Point, Guam; and
ter.
Adherents traveled from | Vlaardngen, Netherlands,
every state in the union and from
The easiest way to settle an ar
Europe, Asia, Australia, and many
gument is to shut up.
other distant points to attend.

REGISTRATION
CITY OF ROCKLAND

J
'
;

The Board of Registration of the City of Rockland will be
in session at the City Building for the purpose of registering new voters and reinstating old voters, for the June
18th State Primary.

'

June 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13

J

Hoorn: » A. M. to 1 P. M. 3 to 5 and 7 to 9 P. M.

ft

NOTICE: It is necessary for women married since their last
registration, to re-register under their married names, In
order to vote.

J

F. EVELYN CATES, Chairman,
LEONA R. HHITEHILL,
FRANK S. MARSH,
Board of Registration of the City of Rockland

{
ft
J

Mrs. Eliza Nemburn of Staten
Island, N. Y., is the guest of rel
atives for the summer.
Mrs. Gladys Solonberger has
opened her summer home at Me
domak.
Mrs. John Newiburn of East
Braintree. Mass., spent the week
end with relatives.
The Garden Club will meet Fri
day evening with Mrs. A. D. Grey,
Mrs. Luella Mason will have
charge of the program this is the
annual meeting.

U.S. DEFENSE BONDS

Read The Courier-Gazette

OPEN FOR THE SEASON

Major and Mrs. Elmer Barde of
Berkeley street attended the an
nual spring meeting of the New
Hampshire Council of Camera
C’.ubs at Mountain View Inn, Kearsage, N. H. over the weekend.
Uiey were accompanied by Mr.
and Mrs. Carroll Thayer Berry of
Rockport.

' •'i

———
|

♦

*V V W
V V W
— WANTED —

♦
{

BOAT LISTINGS
J
USED MARINE EQUIPMENT ♦

f

Anchors, tanks, engines,ran-*

• ,

-

SHOKE DINNERS

t

MAl'RICB McKlSKK
♦
|Crockett’s Point
Rockland*
|
P. O. Box 81
*
lOpen 8-4
Closed Mondays!

J

■

• LOBSTERS - clams

40-T&Th-tf<

;♦ CHICKEN

AMD STEAK DINNERS
-

NOTICE TO MY PATIENTS

GRANITE FILL

DONALD H. BROWN M. D.

AND

HAS STOPPED GENERAL PRACTICE AS OF MAY 31; BUT

RIP RAP

RUSSELL

Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT

M

0

HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701
CLAREMONT STREET

ROCKLAND. MAINE

1-tfl

WILL CONTINUE TO GIVE ANESTHESIA UNTIL JUNE 28

My Secretary will be in the office 9 a. m. - 5 p. m.

through June ISth.
(The Office Telephone Has Been Discontinned)

64466-67
EKSBS9EE39ECSB9BB

<

i wwww iiw ■

B AMGtVfc T5 - . N O O N. IV HC K ES
—»~.

Hocking Granite

Industries
CLARK ISLAND
Tel. Rockland 11-W2

.......................... ........

—
HU—•---

ToMday-Thunday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, June 5,1956

Memorial Day. Here in Warren,
Courier-Gazette Crossword Puzzle
patriotic duty is performed by
USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
WARREN
the E. A. Starrett Sons of Union
1
7
4
8
b
1
5
MISS DORIS HYLER
. l Reruns' Auxil.ary.
This year
INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
Correspondent
Mrs. Luella Crockett, the presi12
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
Telephone CRestwood 4-2421 office
9
10
II
Telephone CRestwood 4*2038 home lent. assisted by Mrs. Doris Jen
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
kins. Clifford Overlock. Ralph
Advertisements In this colnmn not to rxce**d throe tines Inserted
14
15
lb
oaee (or $0 cents, three times, one dollar
Additional lines 10
Jrc-ckett, Wanda,
Bruce
and
WSisP
w
cents (or each line, half price each additional time ased Five
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Jordan Charles Stimpson. 3d covered th
small words to a line.
20
17
18
19
and daughters. Elaine and Susan, • rune* Cemetery at South War
Special Notice! All “blind ads” so called, 1. e„ advertisements
were holiday visitors in Liver ren, Mt. Pleasant Cemetery’ a:
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette
XX
23 24
XI
office for handling, cost 25 rents additional.
more Fal’.s. with their parents. East Warren, the Sterling-Sa^yyei
A name should appear on all classified ads to secure best results.
W
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Jordan, and
t
V\a:ren
and
the
Those with phone or street number unit are not advised.
i7 2ft
Xb
X5
Mr. and Mrs. John Clark.
Newcomb, Fairview, Union and
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no boohMr. and
The Misses Janet Hall, Marjorie ^eo..ara Cemeteries.
29
30
keeplng trill be maintained lor these ads.
Wiley and Phyllis Driscoll, attend Mrs. Ernest Benner, placed the
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
ed a Poultry Association meeting, flags ir the Blake and Post cemean received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
4|
3l
3i
34
Mrs.
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a
at West Rockport, May 29. as can .eries at North Warren.
didates for the contest for the Alena Starrett performed this duty
37"
ib
35
Broiler Festival Queen to be at the Skinner and Watts Ceme
w
chosen for the Broiler Festival at teries and Mis« LaVerae Young
46
FOR SALE
38
FOR SALE
43
41
42
Belfast in July.
The girls re-' at the Pleasantv.lle and Cushing
Cemeteries.
Jesse
Mills
placed
the
SELLING out entire contents of COAL-Wood Furnace for sale with ceived a gift of a necklace for
44
4b
47
45
flags at the Monument lot. and Mr.
antique shop — glass, china, brie 6 registers. $50. FLORA JAMIE tak.ng part in the contest.
a brae — hobbies, jewelry, etc SON 11 State St. T 1. 1342-M.
Mills
and
Miss
Doris
Hyler,
placed
At the grade school. May 31.
67*69
1
All
cabinets greatly
reduced
r
48
49
51
L’er’-e’Mrs. Iva Cooper, music teacher, them in the town yard
prices. El SIE WAIJACE War
BLACK Stove w th oil burners
yn
Payson,
who
is
a
veteran,
and
ren, CRestwood 3-2551.
65-67 for sale. $15. also sma’l Skiff, fair presented a program. Miss Shir
5X
Mr. Mills, covered the Ki»ei ,lW
53
NEW and Second Hand Furni condition.
TEL. 1351-W after ey Castner's rhythm band visit
Given a "crowning touch” of ing cranberry mixture until dis
Cemetery
and
then
the
cemetery
ture and appliances of ail kinds 5 p. m.
67 69 ed all rooms, present.ng mus.ca
where the colored veterans are fried chicken and ch.lled cran- solved.
for sale. I buy, sell, and trade
Mrs. Lemke's Mrs.
1949 Studebaker Champion for numbers.
HORIZONTAL
VERTICAL (Cont.)
Pour into tower mold pan or
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
Visit our store, two miles south
sale, $295; 4-eloor sedan with over Beale’s, Mrs. Perkin’s and Mrs. buried on the border of the former i berry sauce in the shape of a
1-Tidingt
38- ltal'an river
11- Move In a stealthy
of Waldoboro on Rt. 1 highway
6- to 7-cup capacity. Let
drive, motor has new rings and Merrifield's rooms met in the colored settlement and the Charles j crown dinner on Father's Day, bowl
5-Bucket
manner
39- More abounding in
Open week days and Sundry P. V
valve job. See STANLEY PAY
Woodicock farm on the Sandy June 17. will delight and thrill cool. Then refrigerate until firm
9—Father or mother
foliage
12- Long grass stem
THE YANKEE TRADER
double rocm and ga. e a group ol j
SON
15
Spring
St.,
Camden
or
at
Unmold
on
serving
plate.
To
Sn.
a'
Vlrgtl Hi'..' who the whole family.
11-Kind of dog
15-Upon
43- Negative
Wlmot Dow Prop.
songs. Miss Judy Kinney gave
Coffin’s, Rockland.
44- Superlative auffix
18- More than one
Waldoboro. Maine
lives near the Starrett Cemetery
To make the crown, crush con- complete crown, make a circle of 13- Corroded
67-€9then71-Th-tf
several
accord.cn
solos.
14Fettera
46-An article of food
19- Protectlon
65- 72
n -n’e M dlie Road, took care of tents of three one pound cans of triangular pieces of pineapple and
♦7-An
insect
22-Pertaining
to birth
23 FT. Lobster Boat for sale.
The Homeport Fish Company that; 268 flags were placed, with 1 cranberry sauce in one cup of “jewels” of cranberries, cherries, 16- Look
JEAGER 3)6 ft. cement mixer
45- Winted
17Flfty-one
24Consumed
Tood
cond.
Inquire
PHILIJP
packers, who held the contract some new markers for Revolution- water and bring to a boil. Soften grapes of raisins. Run toothpicks 18- Old-fashioned music 50-Comee into operation 25- A beverage
for sale. DICK SMITH Tixaro
No. Main St., Rockland.
65 67 REED Hatchet Cove Rd., Friend for the alewives, Sunday, as they
al Instrument (pi.) 62-Wild animal
28-Glrl's name
a.y. C.vil war, Spanish and three envelopes (tablespoons) un- through “jewels” and pineapple
ship.
66*68
53-lmitator
31- Shut
have done the past three years, American War, World Wars I and flavored gelatine in three fourths and then insert into mold. To 20- Mutical note
PLANTS for sale:
Pans'
FOUR Large Windows (about ' transported fish to South Pond,
21- Solitary
32-Sedate
English Daisies Forget-Me-No'serve,
cut
into
wedges.
and National Guard veterans ■ CUP cold water and stir into boil23-Listen
VERTICAL
33- Fall into a row
Fox Gloves S>'eet Wil'iatns. An 4’x5’) for sale, also 1 door, only to save them the long swim up
25-Pertaining to a sea
34- A repast
and Re..if Corps and Auxiliary I-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------nual Flowers and American and two years old . Would be excellent
force
1- Race or tribe
for camp or cottage. Call COMP the St. Georges and brooks. W.th members as is the custom of this purchased with money appropri35- Ajar
Italian Tomatoes.
*
27-To
work
dough
2- Before
TON'S 1135.
66-6c the Fire Department pumping the
37-Specks
STILES FARM
Auxiliary.
This year Grange ated by the town for this purpose.
ftl FISVI11©
29- Combining form. Far 3- You and I
40- At any time
Route 1
Rockport
ONE Horse Mewing Machine water into the truck, 14 loads of
30- Hlgh (mua.)
4- Clip
The Field and Garden Club
members helped Mrs. Crockett,
41- Musieal note
MARJORIE HUPPER
Opposite Oakwood Inn
for sale, also farm wagon, Yankee the fish, about 420 bushels were
5A
torment
31Looka
after
Correspondent
42- Girl's name
66- 71 rake,
hayrack
and
harness, transported, between 3 and 7 p. m. as they received credits lOr this meets with Mis. Irene Starrett
33-Put up stakes in
6- Near by
cheap. C ' H. WALES, Cushing.
45-Golf mound
p^trioic voik.
The flags are ”in“ 8. Mrs. Lcana Sh b’es will be
cards
7- Pronoun
NEW Skiff 12tj ft long w >!
Most towns and cities now have
65 67
47-Metrie land measure
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dwyer 35- Wide-mouthsd
the speaker, which will be on 4-H
8- Jeered
oars and locks for sale. $75
49-Prefix. From
pitcher
9- Become tasteless
J. o work and their project for spent the past weekend at Hebron,
ARTHUR CROCKETT
4 Curtis
CHROME Breakfast Set for American Legion Posts or VFW
WANTED
10-Slng tremulously
51-Above
Ave., Camden.
66’68 *ale, $35; also 3 piece parlor sets Posts or veterans of these wars
Union Fair. The F eld and Gar where they attended the gradua 36- Girl's name
$15 up; overstuffed chairs. $10-$15; who have taken over the placing
WAITRESS wanted. Apply In den Club is assisting the clubs tion exercises at Hebron Acad
PLASTIC Pipe for sale, 66” tc
Di" nizeg. Also, fl xihle steel tub bedroom set, $40; twin bedroom of flags on veterans’ graves for Person. PARAMOUNT RESTAU with this project.
emy.
Hints For Vets
set. $65; studio couch with arms
RANT.
67-69
ing up to 2” size. Universal joints
Mrs. '-Ethel Thibodeau. St.
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur Watzinger
$25; 7 piece dining room set. $20;
and parts for power take-offs up refrigerator, $40; electric comAT .1, round Maid wanted for ho Johnsbury. Vt.; Mrs. Katherline of Waltham, Mass., have been
Five simple hits for veterans
REAL ESTATE
to 114’*. EMIL RIVERS. INC 31
tel work. Apply HOUSEKEEPb nation ranges. $25; console tele
H ffner, Jackson. Mich.;
Mrs. spending a few days at their cot writing the Veterans AdminstraPark Street. Rockland.
62-67 vision set, $85; china closets,
ER,
c/o
Samoset
Hotel,
Rock

DOCTOR'S Small Hospital and
tion concerning their claims were
ICE
67-69 Hazel Gray. Plymouth, Maine; tage at Martinsville Beach.
bookcases, desks, odd chairs, set home for sale, near town center land.
given toway by M. L. Stoddard,
Wholesale-Retail
Roy
Spear.
Yarmouth;
Lloyd
Mrs.
Roscoe
Hupper
and
son
of dishes and many other articles on Rt. 1. Good looking Colonial
DO YOU LIKE TO COOK? W ra
For Prompt Courteous Ice Service for sale. ELSIE WALLACE, War home with hot water heat, oil in wanted to prepare tasty New Spear. Westbrook, Irville Spear, Roger are spending two weeks at Manager, Veterans Adminstration
PHONE CR *-2600
ren, CRestwood 3-2551.
65-67 fired.
Pleasant. large rooms. England style meals for smj.li Winchester, Mass.; and
Mrs. their summer home “Spruce Center, Togus.
Northeast Ice Co., Rt. 1, Warren
Good location for tourist home. waterfront hotel.
The hints are:
Board and Leila Cross, Rockland, were in Coves.’’
Mr. Hupper will be
H you use Ice — In any quantity
SECURITY REAL ESTATE CO. room.
good
wages,
pleasant town, called by the death of their joining them over the weekend.
1. Don’t
write
Washington—
COTTAGES
Get to know us — and SAVE
Dorothy Dietz, Camden 2117 oi working conditions for ten weeks
write your nearest VA regional
03-T-tf
father.
Wilbur
Sipear.
The
“
Aunt
Thankful
”
Harris
67-lt starting June 28.
Write LJNEFOUR Bedrm.-bath, oceanfront 8897.
e; S
ANTIQUES and Second Hand cottage to let, all conv. TEL. 971home has recently been sold to a office. The office serving in this
CHOICE Shore Front Lot: Situ KIN LODGE. Boothbay Harbor.
N S
furniture for sale.
Open after Wl.
67-68
66-68 ated on Atlantic Hghway between Maine.
Washington, D. C. man who is area is located at Togus, Maine.
noons
and evenings to 7.30.
2. Always give your full name
about to renovate it for a home
HOUSEKEEPER
for
middle Owls Head
WILL Swap Property on 31 Camden and Lincolnville Beach
QUARRY VIEW TRAD'NG POP
id correct address. Make sure
and extending to shore of Penob aged lady wanted. Live
in.
Union
St..
Camden,
for
cottage
with
for
his
family.
36 Old County Rd. Tel 1894. 67tf
MRS. FRANCIS DYER
scot Bay.
Approximately 125' FRANCIS CLARK, Tel. TEmple
)u notify VA of any change of Lakewood
James Smith of New York was
Correspondent
IVERS and Pond Baby Grand 3 bedrooms on Lake Megunticook. wide and 1360’ deep; small beach 2-9077.
66'68
SPOT
WADSWORTH,
“
Wee
Inn
”
,
address, and include your old ad
Telephone
285-M3
Piano for sale. In excellent con
a
weekend
guest
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bulldozed road nearly to shore.
Two of America’s top musical
WANTED to rent year around,
dition. ERNIE JOHNSON. 142 31 Union St., Camden, Maine. Lot partly cleared. Fine building
Wallace Watts and called on sev dress in the notification.
65*67
stars and recording artists, Rus
Camden St., Tel. 229.
65’67
3.
If
VA
has
given
you
a
"C
”
School Improvement League
site with lovely water view. AL two bedroom apartment furnished
eral friends in the neighborhood.
LINCOLNVILLE
BEACH:
4 LEN INSURANCE AGENCY, Da or unfurnished. Must be first
sell Nype and Jane Morgan, will
~ 1952 PLYMOUTH (Cranbrook)
Rev. and Mrs. John Sawyer number for your claim, be sure to
The Owls Head School Improve
for sale. 4 door sedan.
Light camps for housekeeping for sale. vid H. Montgomery, Pres. TeTl. class and in good residential
open the 56th season of the Lakelist
it
in
your
letter.
Otherwise,
blue. Excellent condition. MRS Contact MRS. MAUDE L. ROBIN Camden 2296.
67-lt neighborhood. Will consider Thom ment League will meet Wednes went to Rhode Island last Friday, give your rank or rating and wood Theatre here, according to
aston, Rockland or Camden areas.
SON, Lincolnville Beach, Me. on
IRMA ANDERSON, 40 Rankin St
Country Store: Includes reai Write full particulars to J. C. c/o day, June 6. 7.30 p. m. at the Cen where they spent the night at East serial number.
Grant Mills, managing director
65*67
Tel. 1472.
67'69 premises.
Greenwich with Mrs. Porter Shir
estate stock and fixtures; living THE COURIER-GAZETTE. 66*68 tral School.
"Paris”, a comedy with musical
4.
If
you
are
writing
concern

THE Smart and Thrifty Sho pe
TWO Room Cabin to let located quarters for owner; an established
Election of officers for the com ley and Miss Julia Gould, who is ing your GI insurance, give your score by Cole Porter is the
WOMAN wanted one day a
will not want to miss the bargains on Sands Road in Vinalhaven. and successful business at rea
pleasantly
remembered
by
friends
ing year, plans for summer meet
week for housework. TEL. 383.
vehicle in which Nype and Miss
at the Thrift Shop in Camdin Address PETER WILLIAMS. sonable price.
insurance policy number.
66*tf ings, revision of by-laws, reports here, they being guests at Al
when the family needs clothes Vinalhaven.
65-76
Six-room home on outskirts. It
5. If wou arc attending an edu Morgan will be co-starred when
shoes an extra bed or chair. A
SALESMAN with car wanted for , °f progress of supper committees bert Robinson’s several summers cational institutional, or enrolled in .he twelve-week season opens on
FOUR Rm. Shore Cottage to has garage, garden land and lovedollar goes a long way at UP let,with beach privileges in Spruce iy view of water. $6500.
New England Homestead Paper; and finally a meeting with Miss and Miss Gould was soloist at on-the-job training, give the name jaturday, June 16.
TONS THRIFT SHOP, 39 Unicr. Head. Ideal for children. TEL.
One of the better homes in ex liberal commission. Write or apply
Nason. Four County TB Director, Ridge Church a few times. On
The second week, beginning
S’ro*t Camden
60-J 954-Wl.
65 67 cellent residential neighborhood. o EARL MORROW, c/o Otis with canvassing committees from Saturday the Sawyers went to and address of the training estab
It has large land area, nice tree3, Ellis. Waldoboro, evenings. 66 6a
June 25, will bring the famous
" McCULLOCH
Portable.
high
lishment.
two bathrooms and new heating
Owls Head and South Thomaston Providence to meet their daugh
pressure, Are pump for sale —
Stoddard urges veterans to in Gish sisters, Lillian and Dorothy,
WOMAN wanted to cook for for the mobile x-ray unit we w.l! ter Barbara, who has been a stu
unit. May be used as single home
LET
$315. Also strunk sprayer-duster
clude this information in all let co-starring for the first time in
family
at
Islesboro
June
26
to
or
have
rental
apartment.
In
dent at
Providence-Barrington
unit with engine, good for trees
ters, checks, or other mail sent their distinguished careers in the
FO”R-Room 2d floor unfurn. excellent condition and very at Sept. 7. Good w’ages. MRS. M. sponsor for one day the last week
shrubs, vegetables, $118. EMIL
Bible College, and is coming home
n June.
Apt.
to
let.
Adults
only.
No
pets.
recent London and New York
.ALEXANDER,
c/o
THE
COUR

tractive.
to VA offices.
RIVERS. INC., 342 Park Street,
for the summer holiday.
66-68
Country home near Friendship IER-GAZETTE.
Refreshments will be furnished
Rockland.
62-67 Inquire In Person at 8 SUMMER
Stoddard said veterans who fol comedy hit, "The Chalk Garden”
ST.
67 tf It has six rooms, bath, garden
Mrs. Sidney Chase and Miss
MAN wanted to cut cedai by Florence Young, chairman,
Strawberry plants for sale,
low these hints will receive faster by Enid Bagnold. Charles SowTlVO-Room Apt. to let partly and, barn and workshop. Good KENNETH SMITH, Tel. Belfast
Helen Thorndike of Haverhill
Howard 17, Catskill and Sparkle
a.id Christina Ferrara, Lucille
replies and service, and will re den is staging the play from the
repair, $6800.
furnished
Call
upstairs,
Du
’
BY
’
S
843-M4 after 6 p. m.
65*68
Mass., spent a day recently at the
from virus free stock also, Maine
McConchie, Margaret Knowlton,
duce the Government’s cost of script used by Sir John Gielgud
Shore cottage of three rooms,
Ingraham
Hill,
opp.
Ocean
Ave.
55 Monmouth and Orland.
All
ANTIQUE Guns wanted, also
Chase cottage at the beach.
for the current London produc
_____________
67*69 furnished 2500.
'f r.iam Isbell, Annie Ross, Gloria
handling correspondence.
plants State inspected. $2.50—100
pictures,
desks,
cheats
of
drawers
Bm F. H. WOOD. Court House.
tion.
FIVE-Rm. unfurn. Apt. to let
Spinney, Bertha Thurston, Mrs.
$18- 1000
Postpaid.
LEROY
and
other
old
articles.
G.
__________________________ 67-68
Other productions scheduled for
MISCELLANEOUS
LUCE. Washington, Tel. Washing heated in winter time; 34 Pleas
BEECHE, Tel. 209. Thomaston, linxer, assistants.
SOUTH
WARREN
282 Tnlbot Avenue
67tf
ton 9-14
50*68 ant St. TEL. 1051-R.
morn.ngs. 33 Main St.
62-67
the 1956 season of Lakewood in
U. S. Steel built home just 2
INDEPENDENCE
Friends of Mrs. Lula Libby met clude Billie Burke In “The Solid
LARGE Front Room furnished.
LOAM for sale. Delivered only.
PUPII^S to tutor wanted. Grades
The scales of justice are always
SECURITY
refrigerator,
private year old; large Ivg. rm., cab 2 to 6. Call MRS. HILL 27-J. 65*68
at her home on Thursday after Gold Cad llac," Rudy Vallee in
NEIL RUSSELL. West Meadow Electric
kitchen,
2
bdrms.
and
full
tile
off balance when it comes time
SURE INCOME
Rd., Tel. 1544-W.
51*tf bath. Call at 100 UNION ST., bath, forced hot air oil heat, 52
noon as a surprise on her 80th "Jenny Kissed Me”, Skedge Mil
If that is what you are looking
for the average man to face the
city.
67 69
FEMALE HELP WANTED
EVINRUDE "MOTORS
birthday. Although confined by led in “The Seven Year Itch”,
gal. elec. h. w. heater, full cemenfor
—
but
lack
capital
and
experi

SIX Rms. Unfurn. with complete basement. FTLA or GI financin
Nurse companion for elderly lady, JU^0,
BOATS BOAT TRAILERS
ence—get full information on the arthritis to a wheel clair she car and tentatively scheduled are
bathroom to let. TEL. 135 of 760. available. Asking price $860!
“A Boat Show Every Day”
wanted now.
Maine summers, |
“
Watkins Dealership available ii ries on her home duties with much
66-6? Shown anytime.
At W. D HEALD
Florida winters. Ail expense paid.
Knox County.
You can have a courage and cheerfulness. After “The Grand Prize”, "Anniversary
SERVICES
FOUR Rm. U] stairs Unfurn.
“Next To The Village Green”
Salary $100. per month. Write
Call 599
Waltz”, ” Bus Stop”, "The Fifth
substantial weekly, year 'round
only to S. H. Carbin, Warren, Me.,
Tel. 460
Camden, Maine Apt. to let h. w. heat, gas range
DON HENRY AGENCY
LAWNS mowed and cared for income selling Watk'ns NATION opening a variety of gifts refresh Season” and “Picnic".
Henry
50-tf newly decorated. Call 290-R. 66 6? General Insurance
Real Estate giving full information.
with power mowers from now ALLY ADVERTISED home and ments of ice cream, cake and cof Richards is again resident produc
66*75 hrough September. R. S. JOR- farm needs and an ppo tuni’v
99 Park Street
CLEARANCE SALK
, PLEASANT Front Room’ to let
fee were served by her step tion director.
66-68
RELIABLE Girl or Middle Aged >AN, 6 Kelley Lane, City.
Welding equipment and supplies j in private family, heated, near
67'6.' qualify for up to $20,000 FREE daughters anr granddaughters,
for sale, save up to 30% Act now ' b; th. references required. TEL
woman wanted to live in on farm
Life Insurance. Write: THE J R
LAWN Mowers Sharpened, also
with family of 4 children as com
BICKNELL MFC. CO.. Rockland
WATKINS CO.,
Box No. 367R Mrs. Rachel Raatikainen. Jean
scissors,
knives,
chisels
an
panion
and
helper.
Write
or
call
Pepf BM Newark, N. J. 64*T*6 nette Robinson, Eunice Bean. Es
__________
_______ 48-it
SIX Rms Unfurn. with Hush to
planer
blades;
and
welding
am
Cousens' Realty
MRS. OTTO BENNETT, Hope,
SHOATS for sale
GREEN- let. TEE. 13.5 or 780
66-68
oA«v Fli.ng and loot Grinding telle Ames, Marion Grover, Char
brazing.
BERTS’ MACHLY1
Maine, Tel. Lincolnville 3-4506.
LAW FARM Lincolnville Avenu”,
iromptly done. All work guaran- lotte Smith and Anita Kelleran.
Business Opportunities
ATTRACTIVE, 3 rot., unfurn
SHOP,
11
Bayview
Square,
Tel
_____
64-69
Belfast.
62-tf apt. to let, quiet, fine loc.. bath
1383-W.
56-tf eed. R. F. and D. R. EATON Other guests were: Mrs. Norman
Cottages. Lots and Dwellings
SPRING Plowing wanted. Small
Tel. 361-W, Rockland.
35-tl Miller. Olive Fales, Doris Maxxiy,
NATIONALLY Famous Eagle- h&c water cab. sink gas stov<'
21 LIMEROCK ST.
gardens
a
specialty.
NEIL
RUSPicher and NEWOO Aluminum Adults. 87 NORTH MAIN ST. 66*63
MARY CUNNINGHAM, Modern Marlon Wood, Laura Coipeland,
for your
4ELL
West
Meadow
Rd.,
Tel.
Combination Windows and Doors
School of Dancing, Ballet, Tap, 2
R. L WINCHENBACH
ONE Room Apt. to let. furnish
TEL
1538
1544-W.
5f>tf
for sale (Awnings by Youngs ed,
to 5 p. m. and Ball Room 6 to Nettie Copeland, Annie Bucklin,
H&C water. Central.
29
MAN wanted to work on Poultown.)
Alum.num
insulating BEECH ST. Tel. 1116-W
Custom Millwork
7 p. m. every Monday at the Tow Edna Barrett, Eva Delano, Ida
Across from Post Office
65siding. Estimates without obli
r Room, Community Bldg., Roca- Castner, Emma Norwood, Marga
152-trt' 'ry farm. Apply in person. L. B.
FOUR Room House to kt, u.u
ROKES. Cobb Road, Camden.
Windows and Frames
gation and up to 60 months garage. Tel. 1542 W1K MAURICIand; Ballet and Tap 2 to 5 p. m ret Sawyer and Vera Crowley.
to
pay
Call HOW’ARD M JONES. Clark Island. Maine. 65 67
43-tf
very Wednesday at the Wey
25 COURf ST.
TEL. 1430-M
Five Room House for sale.
KENNISTON 1430-W
53-tf
mouth Grange Hall in Thomaston Several young guests were pres
MASON work wanted, chimneys
SECOND
Floor
Space
to
let
Furnished
or
unfurnished.
Also I Am Dealer for
ind Ball Room every other week ent and added to the pleasure of
~OARS VJi to 9 ft. for sak-, $2 95
fireplaces, cellar floors. block
newly renovated, thermostat heat
TEL. 301-R.
17-tf the afternoon.
'oundations, also asphalt roofs and
up NORTH EASTLAND TRAD
EAGLE PICHER Comb.
ing execellent location 427 Main
___________________
66-66 general carpentering. ALFRED
ING POST Thomaston.
44-tf
WELL! WELL: WELL!
Street. Phone 98 of contact E. C
Aluminum
Windows
and
Doors
WARREN Center Rt. 90. Apts 'TICKLES, Mason, Tel. 969-M,
If it is water you need, write
, . ivjc.. i.ig Acetylene Cylind MORAN COMPANY INC.
46-tf *o let, 4 and 5 large rooms, newly
55-tf
P. O. Box 493 .
63*69tf
ft. W DRINKWATER Well Drill APPLETON
ers for sale. Why lease or pay de
FIVE Room I nfurr.ished Apart decorated, fireplaces, fine baths
ng Contractor. P. O. Box 135
murrage? The best deal in town
ANTIQUES wanted. Old painted
There will be a meeting of the
FOR Re-upholstering of Living Camden. Tel. 2768. Installment
ment to let, hot and cold water and kitehens, new plumbing, cab on eases, equipment and supplies supplied
canvassers, for the free chest
Located In Bicknel net kitchen sinks, electric fixtures pine commodes of all kinds In room sets kitchen chairs, etc
>lan
also
available,
no
down
payCan be financed. MORRIS GOR Block Not heated CHARLES E
good condition. I will pay $10 each Call Rockland 814-M or write
Our mechanics are JohnsonVenetian blinds, fine grounds. $6(
x-ray, June 8 at 7.30 p. m. al
DON & SON Rockland
41-tf
for the lift top type. Will also pay S. E. WILLIAMS. 54 North Main nent necessary. Member of New
BICKNELL, H. Realtor, Phon. a month. CHARLES POSTER
trained in the use of special
Community Hall, Appleton. Miss
England
and
National
Association
'op
prizes
for
old
U.
S.
coins,
anti

FOR RALE
1647-W.
32-tl Warren, Tel. CRestwood 4-2321
St., Rockland. Work guaranteed
1-tf Lucille Nason, head of the four,
factory-type tools. They use
que firearms, old dolls, church
Pistols shotguns, rifles, tele
64-6?
53-55tf
FURNISHED Apartment to let
benches and settees. Any quantity.
county tuberculohus association
Johnson parts from our large
scope sights, mounts, ammunit'on, adults.
Inquire in person at 11
WE repair and service all
Write or phone W. J. FRENCH
handloading supplies, and other FAMES STREET
will be present. All canvassers
stock, assuring you of only
147-t'
PLUMBING and HEATING
10 High St.. Camden Maine 33-tf makes of sewing machines and
shooting accessories. CAMDEN
vacuum cleaners. SINGER SEW
are requested to attend.
FREE ESTIMATES
the finest maintenance and re
FOR
REAL
ESTATE
HEATED
and
Unheated
Fum
PAINTING and Paperhanging ING MACHINE CO..
SPORTING GOODS. (Allan N.
395 Main
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
pair work on your outboard
ARTHUR CULLEN
inside and out, all work positively
Forsyth) Sherman's Point. Phone apts to let. from $7 to $15 a week
Roeklsnd
Tel
1724
8-M
a
Austin
D.
Nelson
Fully
equipped
with
bath,
free
hot
LICENSED PLUMBER
Joseph Gushee and son Paul,
guaranteed. Will furnish material.
Camden 2675.
1-tf
motor. Looking for a new
and cold water, some with elec
12 North St.
Thomaston, Mo
CALL 928
Work accepted Warren to Camden.
Memorial Day were: Mrs. Daisy
SEPTIC TANKS, CESSPOOLS
4»aa4 leLsuizt,! Mfe for saie, reg- stoves, rubbish removed free. V 5
Sea-Horse? We have them at
Tel. 234
VAN E. RUS
CLEANED BY MACHINE
Rockland u Estimates free.
ular
$10 95 for $6 95
NORTH F STUDI.EY, 77 Park St., Tel J 41 Limerock SL
Bennett of Camden and James
74
-tf
prices
you’ll appreciate.
SELL. Phone 676-M. Post Office
148-tf
EASTLAND
TRADING
POST
C. E. Fenderson Sanitary Service
Emery of Pawtucket, R. I.
8060 and 172 Broadway. Tel 1234
Box 701, Rockland.
73-tf
Thomaston.
1-tf
24 Hr., 7 Day Service to Rockland
SPRECHEN SIE DEUTSCH
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Gushee
TWENTY-FOUR HR. Photo 8er- Only State of Maine Operator in
FOK SAI.E
I’ll'E FOR SALE
Translations and private German and son Paul and Mrs. Daisy Ben
vice.
Ask
for
it
at
your
local
store
this
locality.
Bonded
and
Insured.
Special
Black and galvanized. Ail sizes,
Lessons. Contact CHARLOTTE
; COITAGfS
HOMfS'
i/ ... OVT1OABP
Dial Old Orchard 6-2051 or
low prices. BICKNELL MFG CO .
located in Owls Head 4 rooms or at GIFFORD’S. Rockland. Me
UPTON. Camden 2088.
67-tf nett of Camden, motored to
MOTORS
1-tf
Rockland
1314
Lime St
1-tf
full bath also shower. Hot water
'/< * •
Ply Northeast Airlines, connec Brownville, Monday.
67
’
80
DON
’
T
Discard
You
Old
Or
heat. Loi 90x100. Overlooks ocean
There will be a recaption for
BABY Parakeets for sale, full
tions made for all lines. Giffords
This is a new home. Price $15,000 antique furniture. Call H. JOHN
One of parakeet foods and mineral
F-k'-d Me.
89-tf Rev. and Mrs. Horace Moffatt at
Bitler Car and
NEWMAN
for
restoring
and
re

FREEMAN
S.
YOUNG
Almost all Electrical Household
health grit. GRACE'S GARDENS. I
finishing. 48 Masonic St., Tel.
163 Main Street
IttSFOULS AND SEPTIC TANKS the Appleton Baptist Church Mon
Appliances Can Be Repaired by
Mrs Charles A Swift. 9 Booker
Tel. 730
Rockland 1106-M.
1-tf
Cleaned, repaired and installed. day night. June 11. Rev. Mr. MofHome Supply
Bt Thomaston Tel. 374.
1-tf
HOIJSE-SHEBMAN, INC.
_
65-67
Automatic cleaning equipment. tatt is the newly appointed su
v
VIRON. Steel. Metal, Rags and
“Yoor Crosley-Bendlx Dealer”
WINDOW SHADES and BUSKS
Free
inspection
and
estimates.
ATTRACTIVE
I-OTS
at
th.--aI
Batteries wanted.
Call 123.
442-444 Main St
Rockland
perintending missionary
of the 509-513 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
Rodbnd Maine
for sale, custom made. Call us.
SANI SEPTIC SERVICE, locally Waldo Larger Parish. The entire
shore for sale. $500 to $800 • MORRIS GORDON A SON, Cor.
TEL. 677
Phone 721
1647 W
free Installation. Tel. 801.
SEA ,1-..
owned
and
operated.
Tel.
Camden
, each. Write to RC, c/o THE i Leland and Tea Sts., Rockland.
50-EOI-tf
fi»-tf
COAST PAINT CO.. 440 Main St.,
Parish will participate.
COMMffiC/Al , cell tRIER-G AZF.TTF
2687.
T24f
FARMS
’
38-tf
5’ tf I
Rockland.
1-tf1

The Crowning Touch

r-

MQ

TO

CAREFUL
SERVICE

Fxpert outboard

motor repairs

Johnson

Tuwday-ThurKtay-Saturday
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HOUSE
At Tlte

Wednesday, June 6th
1 To 4 P. M.
FRONT VIEW OF THE

COMPLETELY RENOVATED
ROCKLAND HOTEL

Having 27 Sleeping Rooms,
featuring “The Coffee Pot”
Restaurant, and a Cocktail

Lounge and attractive lobby.
All public

rooms are air-

conditioned and the hotel is

*?4* a

100% sprinkler protected.

MODERN SLEEPING ROSMS

THE COFFEE POT

b

•NEWLY FURNISHED

Specializing In

* CHAR - BROILED Steaks and Chops
•PRIVATE BATH AND SHOWER

* WALL-TO-WALL CARPETING

Featuring
* POPULARLY PRICED Luncheon Specials

* HOLLYWOOD BEDS WITH FOAM

* DINNERS - Full Course and a la Carte

RUBBER MATTRESSES
•CONVECTOR HEAT

* Small Parties and Family Groups Solicited
•TELEVISION IN EACH ROOM
(To Be Installed In Near Future)

Serving Continuously From 6 A. M. to 9 P. M.
»s

< < -■
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Camden Mustangs Knox Division Champs

THOMASTON

PM M

rlewa and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent

or telephoned to
MRS. GEORGE NEWBERT, HIGH ST.. TEL. 156-8
Mrs. Arthur \V. Dawes of Albany, N. Y.. is
visiting at the
home of Mrs. Seymour Miller.
Joseph Woodward has returned
to his home in Biddeford Pool
after spending the winter with his
son and daughter-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. George Woodward.
Mr. and Mrs. John Robinson
and three children of Winchester,
Mass., have arrived at the Pro
fessor Robinson home on Main
street, where they plan to spend
the summer. Mrs. Robinson and
children have just returned from
a visit with her parents in Ger
many.

The Garden Club will meet
Thursday afternoon at 3 o’clock
at the home of Mrs. Bowdoin
Grafton.
Mrs. Fred Webel of
Warren will be guest speaker, her
subject beinng. “Flower Arrange
ments”.
There will be a rehearsal for
officers of Grace Chapter, OES,
Wednesday evening at 7 o’clock at
the Masonic Temple, to prepare
for inspection which will be held
Wednesday, June 27.

Orient Lodge, No. 15, A.F.&A.
M., will hold a stated communic
ation tonight at 7.30 o’clock for
the purpose of working the F.C.
degree.
Refreshments will be
served.
Mrs. Bess Eatty Goudy will
present her piano pupils in recit
als on Thursday evening at 7.30
and Sunday afternoon at .3 o’clock
at the Farnsworth Museum in
Rockland. Those from Thomas
ton taking part will be, on Thurs
day, Brenda Miller, Joan Graf
ton, Linda Brooks and William
Hahn. On Sunday, Peggy Shesler
and Theodore Stone.

1
•
I

feJJ

M £ <« <g,
julii SH

were Town Manager and Mrs.
Leon Fitts, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Quinn, Mr. and Mrs. Forest Stone,
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Connon,
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Keyes and
Mrs. Frank Vaitones. A gift was
presented to Mr. Butler from the
group. Serving on the organization and refreshment committee
were Mrs. Keyes, Mrs. Stone and
Mrs. Connon.

UNION
MRS. FLORENCE CALDERWOO3
Correspondent
Telephone 10-24

Mrs. Nancy DeWilde of Salem,
Mass., passed several days with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. George
i Cameron.
Charles Smith visited over the
weekend with relatives in Green
ville.
GOING Mr. and Mrs. Conrad Seiders
and daughter of Portland were
Saturday visitors of relatives and
friends.
Mrs. Henrietta Harding has
been a patient at Knox County
General Hospital.
Mis. Charlotte Small of Isle au
Haut visited over the weekend in
I Union.
I Dwight Howard has completed
1 his work at Thurston Bros, and is
now employed with Joseph Pu
sh a w.
Mrs. Viola Preble has returned
from Machias and is wdth Rev.
and Mis. Harry Trask and family.
| Rev. and Mrs. Joseph Kiegan
I and son of Oregon have been
guests of Mr. .and Mrs. John How
ard and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Calderwood.
Miss Harriet Williams of Au
gusta has returned to Union for
Saviour.
From that time on it the summer.
Mrs. Hattie Davis leaves this
was obvious that all 130 pounds
of this dark, littl-o man were whol week for an indefinite visit in Builington, Vt.
ly dedicated to tlie Lord.
Friendly Circle of Methodist
Once a month special invitations
Church is holding a farewell party
are mailed to all of Pedro’s cus
for Rev. Jesse Kenderdine Wed
tomers, inviting them to attend a
nesday evening. Rev. Jesse Ken
Friday night evangelistic service.
derdine has retired from the min
Hospitalized cars are rolled out istry and will visit relatives in the
back, garage equipment is pushed V'
aside, and the oil-stained floor is
Rev. and Mrs. Walter A. Brown,
scrubbed in preparation for the the newly appointed pastor of the
service.
Customers and their Methodist Church are expected to
families from miles around, many move into the parsonage Friday.
of whom would be reluctant to at Rev. Brpwn will preach at the
tend church, feci at home in the morning service Sunday. June 10,
unique setting and the friendly at and will also deliver the Bacca
mosphere. Attendance averages laureate service in the evening to
upwards of 100. The preaching is the Senior Class.
done by visiting speakers or by
Pedro himself.

THEY KNOW WHERE THEY'RE

The Joy World Wide Guild Girls
held ♦heir
v
and also enjoyed a picnic at the
Kenneun
con^.6. v.* ___ »ariscotta Lake
in
Jefferson.
Those attending
were:
Guild
leader, Mrs. Linwood Silver, Me
linda Mills, Joan Monroe, Mildred
Young, Judy Connon, Betsy Gay,
Eleanor Brooks, Norma Clark,
Ann Chick, Bette Rhoda, Marian
Smith, Irene Saart, Bonnie Chase
and Judy Minott.

These men who represent a
variety of professions have one
thing in common: in a world of
madness they ‘‘know’ where they
are going.”
At no period in the history of the
world did man surround himself
with more luxury, comfort* and
conveniences; but at no other time
was the future of civilization un
der greater threat of extinction—
thus Ls the ingenuity of man.
Tho men whose testimonies fol
low have achieved much in this
present life. But wiiat is vastly
more important, in this darkening
Scout Activities
world in which we live, they have
Bny Scout Troop 215 and Cub <-omn>ltteed their souls into the
ev
A
.
hands of God.
Scout Pack 215 held a joint meet- j
ing Friday night at the Watts Hall ,
with members of tho new Scout
Eighteen miles eaat of mighty
Troop 217 of Cushing as special ! wy. _
T- ,, ,
.
rs „ t
.
i Niagara Falks lies the quiet little
guests.
Following the opening1
ceremony, awards w’ere presentedi town of Ransomville N. Y. with a
with Richard Taylor, son of Mrs. population of a little over 1000.
Marion Taylor, receiving his life Here you will find “Pedio's Ga
aw’ard from Forest Stone, chair
rage.” The building itself is not
man of the Scout executive com
unusual
though nice enough. It is
mittee. Merit badges were pre
sented in Troop 215 as follows: a neat concrete block structure
David Wolfe, rowing, marksman housing the garage and a display
ship, citizenship in the home, home room for Willys automobiles. Next
repairs and fishing; Roy Moss, door is a used car lot and out
wildlife management, citizenship
front is a neon sign reading
in the home and in the commun
‘Pedro's Garage.”
ity, public speaking; Wayne Hall,
Garages in themselves are not
painting and scholarship; Stephen
unusual hut certainly Pedro’s is.
Melgard. wildlife management;
Like at Niagara, you'll also find
Kurt Hoffses. weather; Allan
Young, weather; George Newbert. an awesome flood of power at
Jr., weather. Awards in Cub Pack work at Pedro’s. Only here the
215
w’ere:
Anthony
DeWolfe, power is quipt and you are not
Webelos; Lions badge, John Up readily conscious of it. You must
ham, Sumner Keyes, Jon Grafton. talk to the workers and look
around a hit. Then you realize
‘hat this is more than an ordinary
1 garage, with its grease monkeys
j and hydraulic jacks and oil-stained
I floors. Here is a unique center of
evangelism and headquarters for
GARDEN SEEDS
a thriving 'niLs-ionary work near
FLOWER SEEDS
ly, 30J0 miles away in Puerto
WOODRUFF GARDEN SEEDS i Rico.
Pedro Ortiz, the 50 year old
AI.L SEEDS IN
! little Puerto Rican who operates
SEALED PACKAGES
Yob receive the correct amount the business, along with a car
agency in Lockport, N. Y., came
GARDEN TOOLS
to the United States from Puerto
LAWN MOWERS
Rico in 1926. Ten years later he
THIN BLADE <18 Inch)
was a changed man.
He had
CERTIFIED SEED POTATOES
come under sound gospel preach
ONION SETS
ing in a Methodist Church, was
REO and LAWNBOY MOWERS convicted of sin and his need of
Christ as Saviour. One day while
driving
from Ransomville to
Niagara Falls he stopped under a
HARDWARE
big tree and prayed it out. He
THOMASTON
TEL. 20
turned his back on sin and ac
SS-tf
cepted Christ as his own personal

SEED

HEADQUARTERS

STUDLEY

LOANS
On ‘Tfotn '/'fa-tc Oily
or other pions

MONEY IN 1 DAY
Choose your own way to re
pay ... Take up to 24 months.
"Lift rtKtrtact it to aSFitM! coil throafd tta
Jete Hiactcfe Mttiui I M Irwnoct CwriRny.

PUBLIC LOAN
359 Main Street

< i-1'

Richard Spear, William Hutchinson who also received a gold and
/
silver arrow point, Theodore Stone,
who also received one gold arrow
Point- and David Littlefield, also
one gold arrow point. Bear badges,
William Hahn, Charles Richards,
Douglas Haraden. also one silver
arrow point, Gordon Peters, also
one gold and ,one silver arrow
point; Wolfe badge, Gary Wood
cock. also one gold arrow point,
Arthur Henry, Roland Smalley,
Alan Carroll, Bruce Blake, Daniel
Bryant, Schyler Morrison, Bruce
Hutchinson, also one gold arrow
point. Silver arrow point went to
James Melvin, John Spear and
Donald Litlefield.
Scoutmaster Gordon DeWolfe
presented Assistant Scoutmaster,
Russell Hoffses, a gift of Scout
collar pins and an assistant Scout
master’s insignia. Boy Scout Roy
Moss and Cub Scout James Melvin
were selected to present a gift to
Rev. George H. Gledhill at his
home, who was unable to be pres
ent because of illness, in apprecia
tion of his efforts with the troop
and pack. A hobo parade by the
Cub Scouts was enjoyed and the
Photo by McKeon
Boy Scouts boxed the compass.
Camden High School’s 1956 baseball squad, champions of the Knox Division of the Knox-Lincoln
The meeting closed with benedic League with two wins over Vianlhaven and one over Thomaston. The Mustangs lost out in u close en
tion led by Richard Taylor.
counter with the Boothhay Harbor Sea Hawks last week for the Knox-IJncoln League title. Front row,
left to right: Cary Cooper, Ed Thomas, Bob Cain and John Richardson. Second row, left to right: Bob
Mr. Butler Honored
Dean, Lloyd Light, Norman Davis, Boh Kalcr and Pete Hurlburt. Third row, left to right: Roy Bennett,
Clarence Butler, sub-master at Ronnie Leadbetter, Frank Morong, Dale Fugel, John Pitman and Carl Milliken. Catcher Alien Carr, In
jured in Friday ’s non-league game with Rockland, was absent, along with Bruce Leach and Dick Leonard.
the Thomaston High School, was
guest of honor at a going-away and Frank P. Leary. Chaperones

party’ held Saturday at the cot
tage of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Keyes on Damariscotta Lake in
Jefferson. Mr. Butler has tend
ered his resignation and has ac
cepted a position at Wilton, Conn.,
where he plans to teach physics
and mathematics. Forty’ students
attended and teachers attending
The Contract Club met Friday
were Principal and Mrs. Carroll
afternoon with Miss Anna Dilling
ham. Prizes were awarded to N. Wallace, Miss Doris Richards
Mrs. Arthur Elliot, Mrs. Harry
Sweeny. Others attending were:
Mrs. Harold Dana. Mrs. R. H.
Tanner, Mrs. Percival Pierpont, By REV. EDWARD T. BARRAM
OF THE
Mrs.
Seymour
Miller,
Miss
FIRST BAPTIST CHITICH
Frances Phypers and guest, Mrs.
Arthur Dawes of Albany, N. Y.

*25/50/100 S *1200
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CORPORATION
OF ROCKLAND
Phone: 1720

Pedro’s Garage in Ransomville.
N. Y.. is the United States head
quarters for a Puerto Rican mis
sion program that sponsors seven
churches and salaried pastors.
Pedro’s oldest brother, Maximo,
resigned a government position
to supervise the work and to pas
tor one of the churches.
The
seven churches were built one by
one, springing up as the people of
one chuich won their neighbors to
Christ. "Modern Motor Oil,” dis
tributed by “Ortiz Bros.” is a
brand of oil shipped from a re
finery in Ohio to Puerto Rico and
the bulk of the profits heips
finance this gospel work. Pedro’s
two brothers and five sisters, all
100 per cent behind the program,
conduct the oil business on the
island.
Here is a portion of a prayer
which hangs besides Pedro’s desk.
”. . . I give Thee imy credit and
reputation: may I never value it,
but only in respect of Thee; nor
endeavor to maintain, it but as it
may do Thee service and advance
Thy honor in the world . . .”
So you see, this is the secret of
Pedro’s Garage. The things you
see, new cars, oil cans, automo
bile parts greasy tools are not
unusual. It’s what you can’t see—
the Power of God quietly working
there and in far-away Puerto
Rico—that makes Pedro's almost
as unforgettable as roaring Ni
agara!

South Hope

JOSIE ROBBINS
Correspondent

Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Emery of
Rockland visited Mrs. Gertrude
Monkhouse Wednesday.
Mrs. Susie Hemenway called on
Edward Oxton at the Murray
Nursing Home annex in Rockport
Tuesday.
The Rev. Laing Sibbitt, Mrs.
Sibbitt and four sons of Bishop,
Calif., were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Harris Wednesday and
Thursday nights.
Prof. Charles Mathews of Ath
ens, Ala., arrived Saturday for the
summer. He is occupying the Lu
cretia Pushaw home.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Holbrook
of Camden have purchased and
moved into the house formerly oc
cupied by the Philip Crabtree famiiyElaine, Marjorie, Randall and
Ralph Frost of Lincolnville spent
the weekend with/their grandpar
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Robbins.
Miss Lucy Bowley is employed
at the Sylvania Electric plant in
Waldoboro.

BITUAKY
When making out your will re
member your church and your
hospital.
ROSE E. MeNAMARA
Rose E. McNamara, 92. died at
her home on Masonic street, Sat
urday, June 2. She had been an
invalid and confined to her home
since 1939, She was the last sur
vivor of 12 children, born May 3,
1864, to Anthony and Anne Lions
McNamara, the others were,
Mary, James, Timothy, Catherine
Elizabeth, Alice, Helen, twins,
Anthony and Addie. Patrick, John
and Elizabeth died in infancy.
During the years she had
worked on newspapers in New
Haven, Conn., Boston and was a
member of The Courier-Gazette
staff for many years.
She was a member of St. Bern
ard's Catholic Church.
She is survived by a niece,
Mrs. Paul Thayer and a grand
nephew, John Paul Thayer of
Eagle Rock, Va.
Requiem Mass was held Monday
at 9 a. m. from St. Bernard’s
Catholic Church. Rosary was re
cited Sunday at 7.30 p. m. from
the late residence. Interment in
St. James Cemetery, Thomaston.
Those from out of town to attend
[the services were Miss Teresa
Callaghan and J. Joseph Calla
ghan of Chestnut Hill, Mass.;
Henry Thayer and Angela Thayer
of Brighton, Mass.; Mrs. John
Sullivan of Newton, Mass.; and
Jerry Sullivan of Jamaica Plain,
Mass.

RAI.PH P. THORNDIKE
Ralph P. Thorndike, 55, a resi
dent of West Rockport for over 20
years, died Sunday at Rockland.
He was born at Augusta, March 19,
1901, the son of Henry and Annie
Davenport Thorndike.
He is survived by his widow,
Mrs. Ellen E. Thorndike; two sons,
Ralph W. Thorndike and Linwood
Thorndike; a daughter, Mrs. Bar
bara Spear, all of West Rockport;
also a brother, Elmer Thorndike of
Togus.
Mr. Thorndike was a veteran of
World War 1 and a member of Si
Paul's Lodge of Rockport.
Masonic funeral seivices will be
held Tuesday (today) at 2 p. m..
from the West Rockport Baptist
Church with Rev. Carl H. Small of
Rockport officiating. Burial will
be in West Rockport Cemetery.
Nason will meet with them during
a separate session. The canvas
sers from South Thomaston will
also be present.

Most of our mistakes in life
come through lack of learning or
lack of good sense.
Keep Maine Green!
Better That Way!

It Looks

PUBLIC PARTY
COMMUNITY BUILDING

OWLS HEAD
Canvassers who will work on
the T.B. Chest X-ray survey are
requested to be present Wednesday njght June 6 at
mee,_
the s<.hool Impr0Vement League
Miss Lucille Naaon will be present
to explain their duties. The meet
ing starts at 7.30 p. m. and Miss

»

JBy "RWaldo Tyler

“Where's all the fish?”—the cur sure sad looking places just now’.
rent sixty-four dollar question.
Dam trouble appears to be the
Guess they are around some cause. Hobbs above Fish pond is
where and lateness of the season not seriously affected, but Alford
is to blame for poor results gener Lake and Mansfields above Lerally.
hiond’s appear to be in for a hard
Nature says its time for trout summer.
now, for the “poplar leaf is the
If low water levels persist in
size of a mouse’s ear”—a quite these systems through the hot
reliable sign.
summer months the State’s stock
Maybe we’re going to have
ing allocations will likely be cur
another season when salmon start
tained. affecting Alford, Lermonds
late and bite near the top all sum
and Quiggle brook above Hem
mer. -Such a condition existed at
ingway.
Alford Lake not many years ago
Surprised to read that Georges
when the late Ed Post caught "so"
River has a pollution rtassiftcation
many.
Sheepseot and Georges Lakes of “C” for nearly its entire length.
should be getting hot around Most of its small tributaries and
Georges Lake are rated at B-1—
Memorial Day.
Bob Pendleton got a fine salmon both ratings however are accept
able to fishing.
at Megunticook recently.
The carefully prepared and long
Salt Pond not producing well.
Stocking program hasn't hit its waited 15 page report on Georges
stride here since screen replace Ro-or «urvey may be obtained
ment, but Forest Lake aught to from Knox County Fish and Game
have been showing improvement
.-.-or, or by writing to the
by now.
Fish and Game Department. The
Up the other way its the same report is free to all interested par
story in Lilly of Hope and Iron of ties.
Washington.
Alton Blackington sends me a
Meadow, Oyster and Maplejuice
nice letter enclosing some Bev
have shown some fair catches with
erly Farms, Mass., violets wdth
a gradual improvement noted as
long stems. My favorite local vio
water warms.
let patches are “runty" this year
Small feeder brooks off the
beaten path are likely to produce but I expect a little mild weather
some surprises as long as water will give them the courage to
come along in the shady pastures
stays up.
Many old timers are predicting soon, where they are always
the peak in back country brooks large, deep colored and luxuriant.
Alton declares my recent col
and trout ponds will come after
the turn of June and likely last umns are the best yet—asks for
well into black fly and mosquito more information about local fish
ing. Was I surprised to find a
time.
Bill Butler dreads the “no-see- Kodak negative clipped to a page
ems'”—says they give him an of his letter taken of me and a
awful licking.
certain Camden damsel back in
Knox County Fish and Game 1915. The certain damsel is now
Association chaplain, Rev. George a grandmother and I’ve been a
H. Wood hit the earlj' pickerel grandpa for close to 15 years, but
hard at Mace’s Pond in Rockport the unstilted enthusiasm I ex
on May 23. His first 1956 fish was pressed over the old negative
a two-footer with an eight-inch wasn't ignored by the "little wife"
white perch in its belly. It ain't —’’one of your old flames, I ex
everyone that catches ’em two pect," said she.
at a time.
Sunday’s
predicted
showers
Parker Jackson and "Gim”
Rowe are doing Meadow Brook of which turned out to be almost a
recent evenings. Parker has a flood and hurricane very likely
certain 15-incher resting up a sore lost the lives of many ground
jaw for his next trip—he’s hooked nesting birds.
Pheasant and partridge chicks
him twice. Eiliot Smith guiding at
Mcosehead Lake and doing al who are too large to be hovered
but too young to fly often die when
right according to late reports.
John McLoon and party due to drenched in such storms. Even
hit the Moosehead area last week tree nesting birds suffer also w’hen
end for the first trip of 1956—prob the scrawny youngsters become
ably got rained or froze out as re- too large for mother to cover
dio predicted rain with snow flur them.
* * *
ries possible in that area.
James Williams, custodian of
Pete Wood and Wendell Flint
still hanging to regular Sunday 'Weskeag cemetery found a fawn
trips in sp/e of no luck to date. partly devoured by dogs recently
Bass reported coming in shore just outside the grounds on the
at some places. Bass spawning bank of Anderson’s Creek gully.
• • •
likely to overrun general open
A young bull moose has been
season this year which starts
lingering for ten days in the Big
June 21.
Landing, Pleasant Beach and
Chickawaukie hasn’t come to
Tower’s Hill area of South Thom
Life yet this spring, although some
aston. Lust definite report indi
nice browns were taken there
cated his location close to the
through the ice. It is not likely
D.ck Lufkin place and he was
that copper sulphite applications
wearing a length of rope around
at lower end has seriously affect
his neck.
ed the overall fish population.
The little fellow whose horns
This lake has been removed from
appear to be just starting, has
the State’s stocking program
furnished many a thrill for motor
pending definite decision of its
ists and the families of that area
status as a recreational area.
Nelson Hopkins spending week
ends at his camp up state—but
swears he won't wet a line until
there’s no further need to wear
mittens and a fur overcoat to keep
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
warm.
2.00—6.30—8.30
Lermond and Fish ponds are

Wednesday Night
7.30 P. M.
Knox County
Fish and Game Assn.

4-t-tf

•

•

Did you read about Jack Maas*
en’a duck nesting boxes at Ruffingham Meadow? Several birds
tagged last year have returned
to Ruffingham to nes«t in the
boxes in which they were hatched.
I still claim migration and the
homing instinct of our fish and
wildlife is a mighty force of which
we are only recently commencing^
to grasp the wonders of.
* • •
The Koob Eton letters are just
now drawing much mail of varied
enthusiasm.
One literary expert reminds me
that Koob will never be convinc
ing while he spells the same word
differently in each letter he
writes, once correctly and once
incorrectly—“and besides that”
(my critic continues) “he spells
hard words with ease correctly
while easy words are invariably
misspelled.”
(Gess I gotta talk to Koob—ifn
he’s gittin to spell wurds kerrekt
he must be relyin too mutch on
Maudie).
Koob’s forthcoming May letteW
which will be printed in June has
to do with old Brunhilde, the she
bear of Bucket Ridge and her twin
cubs.

Public Party
SPECIAL GAMES

Every Tuesday Night
WILLIAMS-BRAZIEB POST

NO. S7

Thomaston Nat’l Bank Bnlldlng
I-T-U

Camden Theatre
I-AST TIME TONITE AT 7.15

MaijorieMAlN-ArtfnirHUNNII
WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY'
It’s Brother Against Brother,
Stripping the Southwest's Ranch
Society of It’s Bought Respecta
bility . . .
Van Johnson - Joseph Cotton
Ruth Roman - Jack Carson

"BOTTOM OF THE BOTTLE"
Technicolor & CinemaSeope

Ends Tuesday, Wendell Corey
"THE BOLD AND THE RBAVC«
MIXJWl

UH

(JB-K)
equipp'd lor HI IIDlllIY SJUEOPHOMC SOUNP

WEDNESDAY thru SATURDAY
(Excepting Saturday Matinee)
Mat. at 2 — Eve. 6.30-8.30
Feature at 2.15, 6.30 and 8.50

"THE SEASON'S

BEST.. -THRILLERt"
— Look Magazine

PARAMOUNT PRESENTS
JAMES

STEWART
DORIS

DAY
ALFRED

HITCHCOCKS

Knox

B9OCKL A ISI D

THE
MAN

TECHNICOLOR

DRIVE-IN
«
'~r/rtaZz£,

WHO

KNEW
AUDIE MURPHY

§1.00 A CAR Pins Tax

TUES. • WED. - THURS.
JUNE 5-7
THE
SCREEN!

Mister
— Roberts'
CINEMaSCOP^ WapnerCouor
eecsfNTro

an MARSHAli THOMPSON
Vtk A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL PCTUK

WEDNESDAY 4 P. M.

WILLIAM

EOWCMPOW
JACK
*** *****BCTSY PALMER
r
tt» » a r/YlT LELA-WAYIVAM
WAZD BOND • PHIL CARLY
LEMMON

b, JOHN FORD

MLRVYN IxROY g£b

Oieectoa by ALFRED HITCHCOCK
ay by JOHN MICHAEL HAVES
Baaad o" a Story by CNN*

a-d 0 0 Wyn4H«m-L»wis
color bv

TECHNICOLOR

1

All School Children 20c
ENDS MONDAY
"DALLAS" with Gary Cooper

WARNER BROS.

.JAMES

TOO MUCH

Iff*

AFTER SCHOOL
KIDS' MATINEE

’- ON------------------

HENRY

Every

and ho has been photographed
repeatedly.
Estimates are that he is in his
second year and was probably
born close by. There have been
a pair of mature moose residing
between Kinney Woods and the
head of Stanton brook for some
time now—Likely his parents.

THURSDAY ONLY

KIDDIE MATINEE SATURDAY
Gene Autry in
"SONS OF NEW MEXICO"

and CARTOON COMICS

"SHOOT FIRST"
Randolph Scott

RUBBER STAMPS

PLUS

ANY SIZE
On Order at

"GO MAN GO"

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

‘

TMsdayJfcuraday-Saturday
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KOOB ETON WRITES AGAIN
By It. WALDO TYLER

In Which Brunhilde, Bucket Ridge’ She Bear Brings Her Twin Cubs
An a Lot of Excitement To Puckerbrush
Maine no money, so I excused myself
May 20. 1956 with a bow that nigh busted my
Dea Tyke,
galluses an stepped into the argu
Sunthin alius happens in Pucker ment.
brush wen old Brunhilde the she
Seemed that our trend "Plus
bear brings her cubs into town Fours", rite fresh frum a pretzel
on thair furst feedin run. an this an flngerbowl banquet of big shots
year warnt no ecksepshun.
up in Elm City, was tourin the
I^ast Friday Binny Barnes who back rodes on way back to Sholivs at the foot of the ridge foned moken when he spide old Brun
Clem Bean the constable that hilde an the twin cubs playin in
Brunhilde an her twins wuz that the Bos.se medder, an rite off he
minnit cummin down her cow wants the cubs to taik back alive
to Jersey.
lane an wuz headid for town.
Nobuddy round beer ever tink
Brunhilde
never maiks
no
trubbel outside er upsettin a few ers with Br-unhilde’s family af
garbage barrels an clobberin a fairs no more. Last wun what did
few pesky dogs and we’re alius wuz Trapper Lank Sands years
ago, an wen thay found him at
glad to see her.
Thay staid bout an our an the the town gravel pit next day you
wurst thay dun wuz to lug off Jake cuddnt tell Sands from gravel
Alley’s peg leg he’d jest sand- so we up an tells fancy pants thers
paperd and varnished, an wun cub nothing stirrin.
Well, up he Mowed — sez he’d
fell down Zeb Crinble’s rollway
an landid in a crock of buttermilk. catch em hisself — an back he
Thay left by the Peevy Falls went to the falls fer a hunk of
rode an me an Clem convoyed em rope an a cuppla gunny sacks.
Well, bout noon Binny an Crum
as far as Boss’e medder where old
Brunhilde cleened up the butter Baines stopped by and sez thare’s
milk soused cub while tuther wun a yeller Caddi down by the med
der with nobuddy in it.
dim a tree.
Clem an me shot a quick look
Well we hadnt no more’n gut to
at each uthcr an cummenced to
the chapel on the way back when
worry—it wud be a shaim if old
a yeller N. J. Caddilac cums a
Brunhilde ever spoilt the looks of
roarin up the rode—slowed up
that blonde.
aside us an out gits a meen
Rite off we told Maudie every
lookin, hunk of six foot six in
thing an the three of us started off
plus-fours that rnusta ben bom
to hunt up this N. J ’Goldilocks’
in a box car he wuz that big.
an the three bears.
“Hi Rubes” sez he, show in a
When we gut to the Caddi thare
yap fuller gold teeth—“How’d yer
wus the lushueh Monde awl mussed
like to maik a cuppla fast sawup—teers a running, hair a flying
bucks* tax free in about fifteen on her frock an skirt fuller bur
minnits?”
docks. “O my pore husban” she
Well we allowed we wud, an wailed—he’s bein kilt an et up by
wdle Clem took over the details of three bears”—an she pointed a
the offer I gut my eye on a finger full of diamond rings twords
platinum satellite a settin in the the pines.
car that can kick up stardust in
Well Tyke, we left Maudie with
my orbit anitime an never bust the blonde an dashed into the pines
the sound barrier. I’d say she on the dubbel, but fancy pants an
wuz twenty odd summers an sev the bear warnt there. All we seen
eral wolf wissels old, with a wuz man tracks an bear tracks
cunxalong twinkle in her eye and galore and moast of em wuz mity
various uther accessories a Bikini dost together,—so feelin sicker by
dont look good without.
the minnit we startid back to the
We shot the breeze a wile an I Caddi—an to giv me currage I
wuz jest fer cliinbin in beside her started rummagin in my pockets
wen I heers Clem a cussin an fer a chaw of terbakker, onli to
allowin we wudnt taik the job fer ’ find I’d lost it sumplace. So I
Puckerbrush Flat,

bummed a cud offen Clem an we she yells "just look tuther way a
went along.
minnit fokes wile I cram this hunk
Purty soon we seen Maudie of bologny under the tarps to keep
cummin over the knoll lookin mity the crows offen him.” And she
' springs a "Flying Dutchman" on
grim.
When we awl gut to the ca r thl, ‘ fancy pants that stows his whole
Lushu. h blonde fetches a clutch! six foot six into the back sect with
lee
swoon rite on my bosom and faints
ded away.
Onnest Tyke, it I “Ls hp de<!?M ast c,em kinder
wuddn’t do to let her bounce of-‘ ^ig eypd*
fen the grownd so I slid my arms • “Nope” sez she “He’s jest beround her, lowered her down | ginnin to liv”—An she snatches
jently and propped her against i a long wallet outer the sectless
the bumper—you shudder seen ! plus-fours; an wile she toyed with
Maudie’s face. It wuz a pitcher. | a dubbel hanfull of treasury

Twenty-Two Troops At Scout Camporee

Italian Prints In

Museum Gallery
An exhibition of Contemporary
Italian Prints has recently been

hung in the main gallery of the
Farnsworth Museum where it will

Well, by the time the blonde had greens of nothin less than three
cum to, and I’d gut back to erth figgers she smiled and startid
again she started wailin •‘Tell nw peelin em off.
gently fokes, am I a widder yet
To Maudie she hand id wun.
or ain’t the bears et him onli haff saying “Dearie this is fer findin
up?”—an she startid a new flood my husban.”
of teers.
Next she givs wun to Clem—
“Don’t worry sister” sez Maudie “An this” sez she “is fer refusin
kinder kool like, “Old Brunhilde to catch them cute littel bears.”
is mity fussy whut them cubs eats
Then she cums over to me—“An
—speshully fer thair dinners. Just this, Big Boy” sez she, a rubbin
now she gut em on a diut of swill, offen her maikup on my sholder.
but when they aint very hungry “is for bein nice to me this mornshe sumtimes feeds em a cub-i in” and she shuvvs a century note
kidnapper or two fer dessert”— ( my way—“An fer catchin me so
An then sh
startid a skin the
ntle wen I fainted here’
J author wun.”
blonde questions.

“How old wuz yer husban?—Did
he wunce ware
plus-fours an
spats?—How menny teeth did he
hav missin?—Did he hav a big

j
With that last remark old fancy
j pants startid grumblin sunthin I
; cuddn’t beer—“Shot up you over|; i own termite,” she yells, tossin

bear’s track tattooed on his chest? him the empty wallet with wun
—Cud he speck English or has he J ban an stuffin his bankroll down
alius chattered like a squirrel?—i her stockin with tuther—“You are
.Members of Rockland Boy Scout Troop 21fi enjoy a hearty meal of beans and franks Saturday night
Did his pants have any sect in em about to taik a ride to Shomoken during the three day Boy Seout Camporee held at Camp Highfields in L'nion beginning Friday evening.
Each
troop set up their own camp site and conducted their own camping chores as a unit. More than 300
when he left the car?—Would she , in my Caddilac, an wun yap outer
Scouts front 22 troops in the Coastal Area, stretching from Camden to Freeport attended the giant eumpkno him 40 feet up a slippery elm j you awl the way an I’ll pollute the
with nothin on but his yewnion
soot?—And how Jong will it taik
you an him an this yeller Caddilac
to git outer Puckerbrush?”—And
with that offen her chest Maudie
east me a look that wudda cracked
a granite tombstone.
Well Tyke, up gits the blonde—
dusts often her clothes—powders
her noze—dobs on a dite of maik
up—peels offen her frock, rolls up
her sleeves, givs Maudie a TV
smile, grits her teeth an strides off
up the Ridge a whisselin “She’ll
be cummin round the mountin, \\en
she cums.”
Tyke, as I’ve sed before—never
underestimate the power of a
woman!—In six minnits flat down
offen the Ridge cums the blonde
a draggin sunthin rapped up in
them cuppla gunny sacks that
cudda ben Rip Van Winkler jest

oree that offered a program of sports, woods-living contests, swimming and eantp fire gatherings. Assist
I Atlantic ocean with yer measly ant leaders, shoun above passing out the chow to the hungry Scouts, are Phil McLellan, rear, and John
Heald. foreground. Scouts ol the troop are: Leonard LaCroix, Robert Ripley, Abbott Clay, Tom Miller,
carcass.”
John Melqulst. Mike Coakley, Joe Gallant and Charles Blalsdell. Troop 218 operates nnder the auspices
Well Tyke, that was it
The
of St. Bernard's Catholic Church in Rockland.
Photo by McKeon
blonde stepped on the starter,
bowed at us politely and took off
in a clowd of dust.
Alter she’d gone Maudie picked
up a small card in the road. On

CAMDEN
MRS

KFNNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
Telephone 2197

it was printed theese w’urds—
Oswald
Mudget,
boxing
and
j v. i « stling promoter.
Specializing

in female wrestling events. As
sisted by retired Eastern Division
Champion Miss Dovey Bird. Phone
Headlock OOOG.
On the way back home Maudie
cum along aider me an elbowed
me in the ribs enuff to moast shut
my wind offen.
“Eton” sez she sternly—“How
the heck cums I find yore plug of
chewin tcrbackker in Miss Doves
Bird’s car today?—Answer me rite
or I’m releevin you heer an now ol
wakin up.
“Ifn you gut a week stummik” them two century notes, an I don’t

Mr. and Mrs. Francis H. Brown
of West Roxbury. Mass., and son
Wayne of the U. S. Navy were re
cent guests of his mother, Mrs.
Alice Brown and hi.s brother Levi

of Cobb Road.

Mrs. Maurice Payson is a surgi
cal patient at the Camden Com
munity Hospital.
Rev. Melvin H. Dorr, Jr. is atnding the State Convention ses
sions at the United Baptist Church
in Saco.
The Chadavae Club of the Chestut Street Baptist Church will hold

Dorit let “Shrinking Hoisepower

on Thursday evening with the
PORT CLYDE
following present, Mrs. Grace
A welcome sound was the blow
Howe, Mrs. Mabel Whyte, Mrs.
ing
of the whistle of the Port Clyde
Lois Daucette, Mrs. Ixnrise Dun
bar, Mrs. Florence Dailey, Mrs. Packing Co. Friday when the first
Thelma Chapin and Mrs. Mary sardines of the season arrived.
Mitchell.
Mrs. Eleanor Simmons spent the
At the annual meeting of the La week with Mrs. Virginia Kinney in
dies Circle of the Congregational Plainville, Conn. Howard Simmons,
Church held recently the following Sr., and Howard Simmons, Jr.,
officers were elected for the ensu motored to Boston to join her on
ing year: Mrs. Anne Longworth, her return home.
president; Mrs. Helen Schirmer,
Mrs. Ralph Simmons is motor
vice president; Mrs. Ruth Humph ing to Boston next weekend to get
rey, treasurer;
Mrs. Arlettie her daughter, Sandra, who has
Good, secretary; and Miss Doro been attending Fisher College,
thy Wilson, collector. This was bringing her home for her sum
the last business meeting of the mer vacation.
season, but the Circle will meet
each Wednesday at 10 a. m. forThose bundled newspapers which
sewing from now until the annual serve a hundred useful purposes,
fair, which is to be held on are available, though in short
July 25.
supply, at The Courier-Gazette of

their annual banquet Wednesday
at the Almae on Chestnut street.
A diplomat
doesn’t have
Those
wishing
transportation
change his mind in order
please be at the Baptist Church at
change the subject.

fice.
Six pound bundles of print
ed papers 15c per bundle. Six
pound bundles of unprinted plain
white news papers. 25c per bundle

3.15.

An out of door sheep shearing

★★ ★★

meeting of the C of C Sheep Club
was held at the home of the lead?r, Lucy Whittier, recently. Jack
Toatcr of the University of Maine

cripple your pick-up in traffic

^o.ved the members how to shear
their sheep. Those present were
ars. Loana Shibles. Mrs. Grace

J

ia

iii

remain on view until the 25th of
June. This is the first complete
exhibition of present day Italian
pr>nts that was organized primar
ily for presentation to the Ameri
can public. A similar collection
of American prints is being ex
hibited in Italy. The person who
has made this exhibition possible
between the two countries is Ar
thur \V. Heintzelman, keeper of
prints. Boston Public Library.
The group of pripts displayed at
the Farnsworth Museum a-e for
the mo»t part the work of painters
and, as Profesor Carlo Alberto
Petrucei, director of the Calcografia Nazionale in Rome has point
ed out, that while the prints “ex
hibit the same qualities as oils,
they seek to adapt themselves to
their own particular medium,
which is more studied and con
trolled by limitations of material
and subject matter.” Professor
Petrucci also points out that “the
great majority of Italian print
makers are still more or less an
chored to reality, although they
realue the necessity of adapting
nature to their needs. Not many
artists have attempted the ab
stract, and only a few’ lithograph
ers have been successful in this
choice of expression. Individual
ism however, is strong. While
the influence of the masters is ap
parent in some of the more repre
sentative artists, this influence,
limited to superficial coincidence,
is not
particularly noticeable.
Quite a few of the younger artists
are experimenting with new forms
of expression through the unlimit
ed possibilities of color litho
graphy.”
Dr. Hcintzelman in his intro
duction to the catalogue wrote
that “if we compare the Italian
work with American trends, we
find that experiment in color, so
popular in the United States today,
is used sparingly. The Italian
artists have embraced the older
processes with all their infinite
possibilities, and have gone far to
establish a school of their own.
They sustain a more insistent em
phasis on technical excellence and
a greater respect for the work of
the Italian masters of the past,
renu mbering such names as An
tonio Canale, Giovanni Battista
and Domenico Tiepolo, and Gio
vanni Piranesi.

Museum Activities
Tuesday
7.30 p m. Adult Art Class.
Wednesday
7.30 p. m. Civil Air Patrol.
Thursday
2 p. m. Central District of Maine
State Nurses Association.
7 p. m. Recital by pupils of Mrs.
Bess Gowdy.
Sunday
3 p. m. Recital by pupils of Mrs.
Bess Gowdy.

IN SERVICE

Roakes, Donna and Ruth Young,
with their two sheep; Mr. Barter
3f Bremen .and son Mike with their
two sheep, Nita Johnson, Wesley
Barter and son Bruce, with their
neep. George Dinsmore and Bob
Whittier.
Refreshments
were
served at the close of the session.

Be m.»» .heed

The Lea Unit Club met at the
hono- of Mrs. Virginia Ingraham

clean-burning NO-

Experience either builds a man
up or shows him up.

know a bit about rasslin neether.”
Tyke, never tell a lie wen yore
cot redhandid.
“Dearie” sez I, “such wimmen
as her will do moast anithihg—I
callate she picked my pocket.” j

Men who mean all
usually say very little.

they say

“I auter known, Koob,” sez she.
“You newer look at no wimmen
but me anihow, do yer?”—and
with that she givs me a big hug.
Gosh, am I a lucky guy to hav
a w’ife like that.
Koob Eton.

Prince
George
AM INTMNATieMAk

Hotel
1000 SPACIOUS
MODERN ROOMS
o

MANY WITH 21” TV

• AU WITH BATH AND RADIO

Get the gasoline that burns clean"

Conv«n,enf

* PROOF: Sec how the left-hand plate is black

ened by the “dirty-burning tail-end”of gaso
line ... while NO-NOX leaves the plate on the
right clean. That's because Gulf refines out
the “dirty-burning tail-end” of gasoline, in

• MINUTES TO SHOZFIMC —

THEATRES — All TERMINALS —
EVENINfi ANO WEER-ENO
RARKINO ADVANTAGES

making New NO-NOX.
1 DIRTY BURNING

TAILEND

1

GULF NO NOX

?

GASOLINE

;

Recomn'endeH bv AAA

Gulf No-Nox
Qean-bumii^...plus:

Highest Octane

MARITIME OIL COMPANY

you can buy

Distributors Rockland, Me.'
Tel. 1371 and 1500

Special

WEEK-END UA'CV/JMi

IVltv WUR THURSO*’ TMOOUG* SUNOAT

/J

PER PERSON

J

f

PER DAY

IN

DOUBLE ROOMS
INCLUDING

COMPLETE BREAKFAST

Daggett of at Fort Henning, Ga., in June.
Son of Mr. and Mrs. William E.
Daggett, he is assigned to Head
Army’s Europeon rifle matches at
quarters Battery of the division’s
Hohenfels,
Germany.
Daggett 3d Field Artillery Battalion. Dag
fired for the 2d Armored Division gett entered the Army in October
in the matches which determined of 1954 .and arrived in Europe in
the team that will represent May, 1955. He is a 1954 graduate
Europe inn the All-Army matches ol' Thomaston High School.

PTO

Malcolm A.

Thomaston, recently fired in the

Tdtbpt -

nt |.n»

W. -

I 7WB

GREYHOUND AGENT
s - ■

STATE OF MAINE

PRIMARY CANDIDATES. 1956
RETURN OF EXPENDITURES AND CONTRIBUTIONS
Publishfil by the Secretary ot State in accoidanee yvith Section 38
ol Chapter 4 ot the Revised Statutes. This includes a report of con
tributions received or expenditures incurred in the amount of $5 or
more on or before May 25. 1956.
KNOX COUNTY
Name
Contributions Expenditures
Received
Incurred
FOR GOVERNOR
$3933.05
Philip F. Chapman, Jr.
Alexander A. LaFleur for Governor
15847.00
Committee
2819.96
LaFleur for Governor Club of Greater
SIDNEY L SEGAL
305.00
225.20
Portland
151.00
Willis A. Trafton. Jr.
5858.27 ROCKLAND TRAVEL BUREA
2141.50
State Trafton for Governor Club
2110.69 Rockland, Me.
Telephone 589
75.00
120.19
Edmund S. Muskie
SOUTHBOUND
FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS
BUSES LEAVE:
Neil Bishop
527.25
1809.03
10.17 A. M.
7.07 P. M.
James L. Reid
514.12
BOSTON
Reid for Congress Club
1745.00
1445.85
NEW YORK
Frank M. Coffin
275.00
685.24
MIAMI
FOR STATE SENATOR
Dorothy G. Lawrv
NORTHBOUND
FOR JUDGE OF PROBATE
BUSES LEAVE:
Charles F. Dwinal
6.94 A. M.
6.49 P. M.
FOR REGISTER OF PROBATE
BELFAST
FOR CLERK OF COURTS
BANGOR
«'6
FOP. SHERIFF
FOR COUNTY ATTORNEY

FOR COUNTY COM3HSSJONER
H 1.&»•. Now Tort H. N. Y.

See Your

Maurice E. Davis

U.«2

LoRoy E. Miller
TOR

Alfred Erickson

700
REPRESENTATIVE TO

LEGISLATURE

7.00

ST. STEPHEN. N. B.
Plus Tax.
Extra RaTtnrs on Rd

GREY II (I I

Trli

N I)

Tucsday-Thursday-Saturdaj
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The WCTU met Friday after
noon at the home of Mrs. Lewis
Johnson.
The worship service
was conducted by Mrs. Ethel Cof
fin on the theme "The Alabaster
Box”. At the business session it
was reported that the Union had
reached all goals for a Rock ol
Ages Union except lor two more
Mrs.
Dorothy
Snow
and
Mrs.
Mrs. Arthur K. Orne of Green
subsriptions for the Union Signal
ville, Del., is visiting her parents, Jane Bird of Trenton, N. J., are at
and a gain in membership. Pre
their
home
on
Talbot
Ave.
for
the
Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Smith. Lin
sent d-.es paid numbers 104
coln street for a week. She will summer. Miss Madelyn Bird, re
against 109 last year.
The time
be accompanied home by hpr son. tired from school teaching in
to complete the goal is July 9th.
March,
will
join
them
this
week.
Peter K. Orne of Bowdoin Col
It was voted to raise the quota
lege.
of $40.00 for the Educational
Miss Ruth Lantz of New Britain,
Fund by solicitation of members
William McLoon, son of Mr. Conn., spent the weekend in Rock
and friends between now and the
land.
visiting
friends
and
rela

and Mrs John McLoon, Beech
state convention in October.
It
street, had as weekend guests at tives.
was also voted to pay all or part
their Cooper's Beach cottage,
of expenses to send two girls tc
The Diligent Dames will meet
Henry Arnold, Greene. Rhode
the YLC camp at Ocean Park,
Island; Tom Jackson. Mutton Thursday afternoon at the home
June 17-24, Members who attend
town, N. Y.; Channing Arnold, of Mrs. Horatio C. Cowan, Broad
ed the County Convention gave re
Barrington. Ill.; Peter Karape'ou, way, with Mrs. Neil A Fogg as
ports of the sessions. The pro
sisting
hostess.
Allentown. Penn.; Craig Klocker.
gram for the day was soldiers,
Thomaston, Conn.; Hartley Cransailors and shut-ins. The pur
Kenneth Clinton Louder, son of
ton, Groveland. Mass.; Neal Abra
pose and plans for the department
Eng.
2d
class
and
Mrs.
Louder
of
hamson, Springfield, Mass.; Bob
of
soldiers and sailors was lead,
Lyman. New Haven, Conn.; Fred Browns Head Light. Vinalhaven.
setting forth six projects that
celebrated
his
second
birthday
Hain. Norwalk. Conn.
All are
could be carried out: Gray Ladies
students
at Babson Institute. Saturday afternoon with a lawn
and Red Cross helpers. Sunshine
party
at
the
home
of
his
grand

Wellesley Hills, Mass.
and comfort bags, bookshelf,
mother, Mrs. George Simmons.
scrapbooks, view-masters and let
110 South Main street. Games
The Beaverettes will hold a cov
vt. K.-oi. ters. The names and addresses of
were played with Jilliane NackerMrs. Elzada Barstow, safety chairman of the Rockland Girl Spoilt Council, presents the Silver Cross several boys in the service were
ered dish supper Tuesday night
son winning the lollipop hunt and ,0 Diane Starr of Thomaston while Anita Knowlton of Rockland, who received the Bronze Medal, watches.
at 6.30 with husbands and guests
Connlejo Louder the second prize The girls received the awards for saving the life of William Blake of Koekland last August in a near- given and members asked to write
invited. Working on the supper winner
Invited guests were- drowning accident at Crawford Lake. The awards were made at a Girl Scout Court of Awards held I'riday fetters to any that they knew
evening at the Baptist Church in Thomaston. In the rear are the Girl Scouts of Troop 1 who received ' anii work done to be reported to
committee
are:
Mrs.
Helmi
Ricky. Marion and Bonnie Musial. their Curved I’ar awards during the ceremony. From the left they are: Troop Leader Mrs. Joel Miller,!
Ranta,
Mrs. Josephine Sulin.
Conn e
Farrell, Jack
and Jill Nancv Davis, Jean Grafton, Linda Brooks, Elonia Grafton, Elizabeth Abrahamson, Jane Gillis and Assist- Mrs. Mae Gray, 9 Fales street,
Mrs. Athleen Hilt, Mrs. Ellen
Strout.
Randy ant Leader Mrs. Arthur Moore. Diane, 12, is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Starr of Thomaston city. Mrs. Olive Young read the
Firth.
Debbie
Roes and Mrs. Myra Watts. All
and is a member of Girl Scout Troop 2 of Thomaston. Anita. 14 year old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh proclamation
by
Governor
Lawry. Bradley Dodge. Ji'.la.ne.
Knowlton of Rockland, is a past member of Troop 12 of Rockland.
members not solicited are asked
Muskic,
designating
Sunday,
June
Gall and Cheryl Nickerson. Linda
to bring sweets.
3 as Siut-in Day. Members were
Dudley. Sharon Bickford, Penny
The Chapin Clas will meet to
Mrs. Maurice Lovejoy attended
The Girl Scout Leaders’ Associand Gloria O’Sullivan and Connie- her ciass reunion at Mount Holy- ation will have its annual banquet night with Mrs. Beatrice Wood, 66 asked to call on shut-ins or ailing ‘
The MacDonald Class of the
members that day.
Mentioned
jo Louder.
oke College in South Hadley, at the Lobster Pound in Lincoln- Talbot avenue.
First Baptist Church will hold its
were: Mrs. Jennie Guptill, Mrs.
Mass., over the weekend.
ville Wednesday, June 12. Leaders
annual banquet Thursday at 6.30
Lettie Whitten, Miss Lena Miller,
Mr. and Mrs. C. Poletti have re
The Rockland Hearing Society
_____
will be contacted.
at the church with husbands as
Mrs. Susie Lamb, Mrs. Jessie
turned to their home in Quincy.
will
dine
at
Witham's
Lobster
Mrs. Harry Curtis. Rockland.
-------special guests.
Members are
Young, Mrs. Clara Gray and Mrs.
Mass., after sipending a few days was honored at a stork shower at
Opportunity Class of the First Pound Wednesday, June 6. at
asked to take dashes and silver
Following adjourn
with her sister and family. Mr. the home of Mrs. Winsiow Miller BaPtist Church wiH mcet Thurs- 12.30, after which they will ad Ina Hooper.
and if not solicited to take pie. A
ment,
all
present
were invited to
and Mrs. Theodore Sylvester. Sr., in Martinsville.
Mrs.
Donald daX evening at 7.30 at the home of journ to the home of Mrs. N. L.
program will follow the dinner.
attend the Open House for Profes
beach,
Masonic
and other relatives in this city.
Mis.
Bernice
Witham.
33
Suffolk
street
for
the
Miller, Thomaston, was assisting
sor Edwin Rollins in observance
business and social meeting.
hostess. After opening the many Street.
Brownie Troop 8, with mothers
of his birthday at the Roll.ns
Mrs. William Brawn, Broadway,
as guests, held a cook-out and was unable to teach her Sunday nice gifts, refreshments were ser
Volunteers at the Tri-County
The Colonist Pioneer Girls of home. This was a very pleasant
end-of-year ceremonies at Beaver School class at the First Baptist ved to the invited guests who Office of the Maine Cancer Society the First Baptist Church enjoyed occasion when many friends and
Mrs
John
Thompson,
Lodge Thursday afternoon. Mem Church Sunday because of illness. were:
for the week of June 5 are: Mon an overnight at Beaver Lodge Fri neighbor® called to extend their
bership stars were awarded to This is only the second time in Friendship; Mrs. Archie Eaton, day, Mrs. Lewis L. Black. Mrs. day night through the courtesy of congratulations and best wishes
each girl.
Leaders and Troop 16 years of teaching she has been Cushing; Mrs. Charles Chaples, Harold Richards, Jr., Mrs. Ed the Fish and Game Association. and partake of the delightful re
Committee members were pre absent, the one other time to at- Mrs. Walter Peterson, Mrs. Annie win L. Scarlott, all of Rockland. The feature of Friday night’s ac freshments.
.
,
*
.
. •
Chaples Mrs. Edna Skinner, Mrs. Tuesday, Mrs. Charles Kigel,
sented gifts ol appreciation from tend. a funeral.
A very inspiring
*
tivities was the presentation of
Robert Huntley. Clark Island Warren and Mrs. Roger Jameson,
the Troop. Mrs. Madlene Jack- record.
awards to the girls eligible for
Mrs. Harry Webster, Owls Head; Thomaston.
son, president of the Girl Scout
Wednesday,
Mrs. badges and ranks for the past
Mrs.
William
Mahonen.
South
Council, was special guest. The
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Tripp of
Joseph Badger, Camden and Mrs. three month’s period. Pathfinder NORTH HAVEN
Troop has been under the leader West Farmington, were weekend Thomaston; Mrs. Albert Johnson. Rudy Chaples, Appleton. Thurs- Rank was awarded to Carlene
ETTA F. BEVERAGE
Correspondent
ship of Carolyn Pend'eton, Shirley guests of her mother and sister. St. George; Mrs. George Brackett. lay. Mrs. Jalo Ranta. Rockland, Wooster,
Rebecca
Bickmore,
Telephone 16-4
Bodman, and Beverly Boothby.
Mrs. Clara Couhig and Miss Mary Mrs. Ernest Kavanaugh, Mrs. and Mrs. Lincoln McRae, Jr., Nancy Young, and Nancy Lofman,
John Curtis, Mrs. Harvey Curtis. Owls Head. Friday, Miss Mar- and Dorothy Drown received.»the
Egan, Pine Street.
Mrs. Alfonso Wiley, Mrs. Gertrude garet SimmSi Clark Islandi
Social items, parties, weddings,
Mr. and Mrs. James Van Twisk
Homesteader Rank, the second
Mrs. Alfred King and children, Curtis, Mrs. Verona Miller, Mrs. Ralph Cushing, Thomaston.
guests, all personal news for The
rank in the Colonist division. and young son Billy, who have
Courier-Gazette may be tele Tracy Ann and Gordon, have re Harold Richards, Sr., Mrs. Harold
Badges awarded were, Food Arts spent the winter in Connecticut
If styles were based on common to Jean Hadlock, Dorothy Drown, and Florida are now at their West
phoned to Mrs. Margaret Winchen turned to their home in Wilbra Richards Jr., Mrs. Charles Bodbaugh, Tel. 76 Rockland, or ham, Mass., after visiting a week man, all of Rockland; Mrs. Ger- sense it’s likely there would be no and Rebecca Bickmore; Litera District home.
left at her home, 161 Limerock with her mother Mrs. Charlena aldine Marhar, Martinsville and problems with the high cost of ture, Joyce Farmer and Carlene
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd F. Crockett
Miss Jeannine Miller, Thomaston, living.
St.
tf Tracy, Broadway.
Wooster; Traveler, Jean Hadlock; proprietor af Nebo Lodge, have
Swimmer’s, Nancy Young; Natur spent the past week at the home
alist, Nancy Lofman; and Bible of her mother. Mrs. Frank Wash
and Missionary, Dorothy Drown. burn in Perry. Mrs. Alfred Staples
Gold attendance stripes were a- has had charge of the house in
YOUR HEART SET ON AN OLDS ?
j warded to Guides Argyle and Bick their absence.
■. /
more and red attendance stripes
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Jordan
to Katherine Argyle.
Cynthia
(Bud), of Rockland were in town
Colomy, and Guide Elwell. Trans
on Saturday.
portation was piovided for the
The North Haven,II is again
girls by Lendon Jackson, Sidney
regular run,
return
Pierce, Florence Young, Guide on her
Leona Wooster, Guide Bickmore, ing on Tuesday afternoon May 29
and is now making two round trips
and Guide Argyle.
daily. The “J.O.’’ brought the
mail on Tuesday afternoon due to
some slight trouble with the. Mary
A. The N. H. II, looks good, now
for the “Bill.”

Two Girl Scouts Receive Lifesaving Medals

THELMA IONA SMALL IS WEDDED
TO REGINALD NEAL DEAN

Social Matters

JUNE

is

Uzzell photo

Mrs. Reginald N. Dean (Miss Thelma I. Small)
Miss Thelma Iona Small of young people departed on a wed
Upper Washington street, Cam ding trip of unannounced destina
den, was united in marriage Sun tion following the ceremony and
day at the Camden Methodiat a reception in the vestry.
Church to Reginald Neal Dean of
The complete story of this love
Chestnue street, Camden, Rev. ly wedding will appear in Thurs
John J. P. Sherburne performing day’s issue of The Courier-Ga
the double ring ceremony. The zette.

aldine of Beverly, Mass., are ait
the home of her mother Mrs.
Lucy Morrison.

James MacDonald who has
spent the winter in Massachusetts
with his daughters and sons-inlaw, Dr. and Mrs. C. L. Davies
and Mr. and Mrs. M. Rice, accom
panied by Mrs. Davies and daugh
ter Barbara of Worcester, Mass.,
came on Friday, .Mr. Mac ob
served his birthday on Saturday in
his own home. Friends and rela
tives called during the day.

value. You’ll see that you get top value today
. .. lop return when von trade or sell tomorrow!

M rs. Birger Youngquist of Vi
nalhaven was dinner guest of Miss
Jennie Beverage on Friday.
On Thursday night. June 7 the
North Haven High School Alumni
holds its annual banquet at Nebo
Lodge at 7.30. It is most import
ant that y-ou notify Mrs. James
Oldroyd if you plan to attend, or
buy a ticket early. A special pro
gram of “magic’’ follows. Do not
miss your only North Haven High
School reunion for the year. Tick
ets $2 a person.
The North Haven Lions Club
met at Nebo Lodge on Monday,
May 28.
Quite a few summer friends
have been about town over the
holiday and
weekend.
Those
whom we have seen include Miss
Polly Brinley and a friend, the N.
P. Hallowell
Jr.’s,
Kelloggs,
Mrs. Gerald Baker (Louise Mor
Snow’s daughter and family, Mr.
rison). and young daughter Gerand Mrs. Brecke of Lewis Mills
Farm, Pingrees, Feltons, Mrs.
Cobb, Mrs. Winlock, Miss Benson,
Reynolds of Ferry Clttf. Pikes at
Wharf House Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Hamlen and Mr. and Mrs. Cabot.
Stanley
Grant
and Robert
Itaples of Portland spent the
vetkend at home.
Postm aider and Mrs. Robert
Smith, children Louise and Staney are spending a week in Portind with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Smith.
Mrs. Carl
3unker is in the Postoffice with
Assistant Postmaster James Oldoyd.
Among Rockland visitors have
>een Mrs.
Milton Ames, son
Cerry, Mrs. Maud Simpson, Mrs
Garnet Thornton, Mrs. Neil Bur
gess, Hiram
Beverages, Mrs.
Jolon Winslow,
Susan Brown
Jarol Beverage and Sandra Bev:ragc.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Burgess
Laughters Rosanne and Sheilc
were guests of Mrs. Theresa Rob
rts in Vinalhaven on Wednesday,
llso, Mrs. Edward Beverage and
laughters Sharon and Carol
Judith Quinn and Dianne Brown
You'll like the Cool Comfort of these smart Straw
were Wednesday guests of Mr.
xnd Mrs. Walter Geary in Vinal
Hats, and you're sure to like the way the clean, crisp
haven.
lines are set off with the colored bands.

11 ran actually oust less to gel out
ordinary . . . into an Olds!

Stetson, $5.00-$7.50

month

Classified

brings action

It's Straw Hat Time Again!

HOLIOAY SEDAN

Let us show you why ...

pav off with one of the steadiest, smoothest
rides on the road ... a ride that nestles you

It's money In your pocket

down to tin- road—safer, more secure.

to buy your Rocket now !

The Rocket’s budget-wise! T he price is sur-

If you’ve been longing for flic <lai when you

resale value means your Olds can cost far less
10 own. |{ememher, too, your present car
commands a high trade-in value right now!

coiiM make a Beautiful I H.l-mol.iyour very
own . . . take a good look al there facts!

prisinglv

low.

And

(Ihlsniohile’s outstanding

So, make vour move up and over to Olds . . •

Olds lokes care of your future! I In- Ix auiy
ir »tvlcrl Io capture admiring glam

today . . .

and tomorrow. Oldmiobile s si s ling Iradrrrhip
keepr von in fashion now <ir years from now.

You give the orders . . . and the lioi ket’r
quirk Io answer! You’re in charge of 2311 lip.*
in one of today’s liner! Iiigli-compri—ion engines.
And you’ll notice that makes a powerful
difference in performance.

And what a ride! Oldsinohile’s big-ear features

ami drive happily ever after!
*.”(/) hp in fiinrt>-Eight un4 Super R8urirs.

YOUR INVESTMENT HOLDS.. .
WHEN YOU CO OVER TO OLDS I
Ask us to show you the latest figures on resale

of the

OTHER FINE STRAW HATS . . . $2.95

I
A QUALITY PIOOUCT brouSht te yaw by AN OIDSMOAIII QUALITY DI All* I —

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.
WINTER STREET

PHONE 889

Lee, $5.00

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Z>

BOYS

AND

CLOTHING

FUPNiSHINGS SH&t:, AND UNIFORMS
389

OIOSMOIIK BBINGS YOU ANOTHfl YV "SPICYACUIAI". SAT. IVI., JUNI 9 • MhC-TV”

8

IPFF/N'S
MENS

MAIN

ST

ROCKLAND

FILMS DEVELOPED
Enlarged
•x Jumbo Prints
In Albums
12 exp. 60c - 16 exp. 80c
20 exp. $1.00 - 36 exp. $1.75

ME

45c

Please Bemlt with Cola

DELUXE PHOTO SERVICE
P. O. Box M6, Dept. A.
BAB HARBOR. MAINE

ISAM

“Lest We Forget”

Rev. George R. Merriam was in
Vinalhaven on Wednesday to
speak at their Memorial Day exer
cises.
Many others including
band, Legion and Auxiliary also
attended. It was a very cold
windy day, but the exercises here
were well attended by townspeo
ple and Legion and Auxiliary from
Vinalhaven. The band, ably con
ducted by master Ira Curtis led
the parade, followed by Mrs. Her
bert Parsons, the only Gold Star
Mother, then Legion and Auxiliary
school pupils and teachers, as well
as many too young for school, yet
proud to carry their flag and bou
quet.
At the wharf and on the water
were the usual taps, volley, and
strewing of flowers for the sea
dead. A most impressive cere
mony, well carried out. in respect
to those who gave their lives that
we might enjoy today.
Rev.
George R. Merriam spoke briefly
at “The Fountainn’’ and offered
prayer. Mrs. Parsons and William
Marshall placing wreaths there in
memory of the world war dead.
It’s not so much how w'ell you can
drive
When you take the wheel of a car.
But, rather, it’s how well you do
drive
That’s more important, by far!
Accident? Oh sure, I know—
Unpleasant as can be!
Always happening to someone
else
.
Of no concern to me.
Now dig this fellas, it’s really
cool:
The best rule for driving — the
Golden Rule!
The average man knows how,
the scientists why, and the suc
cessful man knows both.

SALESGIRLS
Full Time Opening*
in various depts.
Apply J, J. Newberry Co.
67-89

fatfielflANw!neei

IN JUST 1-TRIP
► Th* Tlvufal Min
like* to say “Yei!” He
make*
prompt cash
loan*, give* you time to
repay in convenient
monthly amounts. Get
at no extra coit; Bill Consolida
tion Service, Nationwide Credit
at over 1,000 office*. Phone for
your loan in just 1-trip, write,
or com* in to Tfafat today!

loans $2$ to $2500

TiwficiaL

Jieana

FINANCE CO

I formerly personal finance co

)

356 MAIN STREET
M Fleer ■ (Fimswoitk Memorial IM{.)
Phonai 1133 • Rockland
CLOSE SATURDAYS,
OPEN FRIDAYS UNTIL 8 P. M.
Life Insurance Protection on
all loans at no extra cost

